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Introductory Statement:
By special permission of the Graduate Office,
and Dr. E. 3. Brightman, the major instructor,
this thesis appears in unusual form. The thesis,
"A Course in the History of Philosophy" appears
in outline form covering the movements of the
philosophical thought from early Greek Philosophy
to the present time. This accounts for the lack
of the sut-mary usually required.
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OUTLINE
Introduction:
1. What is Philosophy?
2. Aim of Philosophy.
3. -^'he Scope of Philosophy.
4. The Linita of Philosophy.
5. The Spirit of Philosophy.
6. Philosophy and Science.
7. Arguments sometimes presented against the Study of Philosophy,
6. Characteristics of the Philosophical Spirit.
9. Divisions of Philosophy.
10. Philosophical Methods.
11. What to expect from a Study of Philosophy.
INTRODl'CTION TO THE HISTORY OK PHILOSOPHY.
1. Suggested Divisions of the History of Philosophy.
A. Periods.
B. Divisions.
C. Divisions of Greek Philosophy.
D. "eber's and Perry's Division.
E. Rogers' Division.
F. Thilly's Division.
G. Windelband's Division.
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GREEK PHILOSOPHY.
I. The Scientific Period.
A. Beginning's of Greek Philosophy,
B. The Uilesian School.
C. HeraclituB.
D. The "leatic School.
E. The Jiediators.
F. The Atomiats.
G. The Pythagoreans.
II. The Anthropological Period.
A. The Enlii^htenment
.
B. Sophism.
C. Socrates.
D. Socratic Successors.
III. The Systematic Philosophers.
A. Plato.
B. Aristotle.
IV. The Later Ethical Period.
A. The Outlook.
B. Epicureanism.
C. Stocism.
D. Comparisra of the Stoics and the Epicureans.
E. Scepticism.
F. The Scientific iiovement.
G. Eclecticism.
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V. The Religious Period.
A. "introduction.
B. Weo-Platonism.
C. Christianity and the Church Fatliers.
PHILOSOPHY OF THE MIDDLE AGES.
I. Blenients Contributing to the Transition.
A. The Greek Element.
/ B. The Roman Element.
C. The Christian Element.
D. The German Element.
II. Spirit of the Middle Ages.
III. Scholfisticism.
A. Characteristics of Scholasticism.
B. Stages of Scholasticism.
C. Beginnings of Scholasticism.
D. Development of Scholasticism.
E. Culmination of Scholasticism.
F. Decline of Scholasticism.
IV. Recapitulating Point considering the Problem of the Middle Ages.
A. Universals vs. Particulars.
B. Will vs. •'ntellect.
C. Mysticism.
^. Faith vs. Reason.
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MODERN PHILOSOPHY (AOE OF INDEPENDV.NT m™PHYSICS)
1. The Spirit of Modem Philosophy.
11. Two Divisions of iflodern Philosophy.
111. Two heading Metaphysicians.
IV. Francis Bacon.
V. Thomas Hobbes
.
VI. Rene i^escartes.
Vll. Benedict Spinoza.
Vlll. Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz.
IX. Successors of i-eibniz.
MODERN PHILOSOPHY (AGE OF CRITTCISM)
1. Jolin Locke.
11. George Berkeley.
111. ^ondillec.
IV. Progress of Materialism.
V. David Hume.
VI. Immanuel Kant.
MODERN PHILOSOPHY (METAPHYSICAL RECONSTRUCTION)
1. Kant and German Idealism.
11. Johann Gottlieb Fichte.
111. Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling.
IV. George Wilhelm ji^'riedrich Hegel.
V. Johann Friedrich Herbart,
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VI. Arthur Schopenhauer.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF EUROPEAN AND AJiffiRTCAN PHILOSOPHY SINCE i860.
1. NaturalisLn, Materialism, and Positivism.
A. The State of Philosophy in i860.
B. ^he Philosophy of Evolution.
C. ii^mpirical Positivism.
D. Methodological Positivism.
E. Sociological Positivism.
II. Spiritualism and Idealism.
A. Spiritualism in 'Germany.
B. Spiritualism in f'rance.
C. Idealism in 'ranee.
D. Idealism in England.
E. Idealism in America.
F. Critical Idealism in Germany.
G. Idealism in Italy.
III. Vitalism, Voluntarism, end Pragmatism.
A. The Will to Power.
B. The Impulse to Life.
C. Pragmatism and the Will to Believe.
D. The Revival of Idealism.
1. In Germany.
2. In England.
3. In America.
(a) . Neo-Realists.
(b) . Critical Realists.
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A COURSE IN THE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY
INTRODUCTION
I. What is Philosophy?
A. Derivation of the terra.
Greek words ••philein* -to love
'sopnia* --wisdom
•A lover of wisdom'
B. Definition.
1. Negative.
(a)
.
Plan?
(b) . Method?
(c) . Attitude?
2. Positive.
(a) . An orderly arrangement of all our thinkinj^ .
A better definition would be, An orderly arrangement
of all our experience
.
(b) , A study of the "wholeness of things".
(c) . Various suggestions.
Aristotle -"concerned with first causes and principle
Thomas Aquinas -"science which considers first and
universal causes".
II. Aim of Philosophy.
A. To think truly about human experience as a whole; or to make all
our experience intelligible.
III. The Scope of Philosophy.
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A. The Individual.
B. The Environment,
1. As Physical.
(a)
.
Matter.
(b) . Space.
(c) . Time.
2. The Environment as Vital.
3. The Environment as Social.
(a)
. Traditional.
(b) . Civic and economic.
(c) . Moral.
(d) . Aesthetic.
(e) . Religious.
C. The Individual and His 'Environment.
1. Sensitive Reaction.
2. Emotional Reaction.
3. Intellectual Reaction.
D. The Intellectual Enterprise.
1. Thinking a Necessity.
2. Two Aspects of the Enterprise.
(a)
. Discovery of new facts.
(b) . Eliminating contradictions, inconsistencies, etc,
IV. The Limits of Philosophy.
A, The complexity of modern learning.
B. Impossible for any philosopher to comprehend the perfect round
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of truth.
V. The Spirit of Philosophy.
A. To seek truth. •
B. To be able to substantiate the opinions one holds.
C. Absence of the Philosophical Spirit.
1. Where there is not a serious attempt to ask w)iat things mean.
D. Not all thought philosophical.
1. Philosophical thought sometimes lacking even where there is
a connecte;! system of ideas.
2. Rationalization.
VI. Philosophy and Science.
A. Common-sense and Science.
1. Common-sense knowledge.
(a)
.
It is a theory,
(b) . Largely inherited.
(c) . Vague.
2. From Common- sense to Science.
Common-sense has no definite plan or procedure while Science
makes use of a carefully defined method.
3. Characteristics of Scientific Knowledge.
(a) . Accuracy.
(1) . Observation.
(2) . Description.
(b) . Universality.
(c) . Organization.
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4, Essentials of the Scientific Method.
(a). Observation. Its Nature.
(1). Involves Effort.
(i!). As Analysis.
(3) . As Synthesis.
(4) . Analysis and Synthesis.
(b) . Observation. Its Technique.
(1). Experimentation.
i^). Statistics.
(c) . Explanation. Its Nature.
(d)
.
Explanation. Its Steps.
(1) . Formation of Hypotheses.
(2) . J»roof of Hypotheses.
(3) . Deduction from Hypotheses.
(e) . Use of the Imagination.
B. Groups of the Sciences.
1. Physical.
2. Biological.
3. Social.
4. Formal.
C. differences between the Scientific Spirit and the Philosophical
Spirit
.
Science Philo^soghx.
1. Specializes Inclusive.
Analytical Synthetical
.
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3. Deal« with Phenomena Deals with Noumena.
Phenomena things as they appear in our experience.
Noiunena things as they really are for valid thought.
4. Interested in facts Interested in Values.
VII. Arguments sometimes presented against the Study of Philosophy.
A. To err in Philosophy may mean a maladjusted life.
B. Said to lead to Rombasticism, fault-finding and over-technicality.
It is the lack of philosophy that leads to this.
C. Leads to impracticality in every day things.
D. Foe of Faith.
VIII. Characteristics of the Philosophical Spirit.
A. A thinking attitude.
B. Truth-loving attitude.
C. Spirit of Catholicity.
D. Furnishes a (Joal for life.
IX. Divisions of Philosophy.
A, Theoretical.
B, Practical.
C, Wolffian Division.
2. Speculative.
1. Logic
General Metaphysics
Special Metaphysics
Cosmology- -the study of the
World
.
Psychology—the study of Man.
Theodicy--the study of God.
3. Practical Philosophy
Ethics
Politics
Economics
X. Philosophical Methods.
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A. Rationalistic.
1. Doubt everything until it can be proved.
2. Find a few fundamental concepts, axiomatic or self-evident,
and build upon tbese.
3. Called the "method of rigor and vigor".
4. Difficulties of the Method.
(a) . Hard to be sure of your f undam'=;ntal concepts.
(b) . Much in our experience that cannot be regarded as the
conclusion of a syllogism.
B. Scientific.
1. Analytic.
(a) . Analyze objects until they cannot be further analyzed.
(b) . Used by J^eo-Realists.
(c) . This method is good but you cannot derive the whole
truth of anything by a mere analysis of its parts.
The whole contains elements or qualities the parts
do not have in themselves.
2. Experimental.
C. Romantic.
1. Base a world view chiefly on feelings and instincts.
D. Synoptic.
1. Seeing things together or as a whole.
XI. What to expect from a Study of Philosophy.
A. Joy of thinking about high themes.
B. Better understanding of oneself, fellowmen, the real world,
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of value and the purpose of life.
Note ;
This Introduction to be used only in a beginning class in
Philosophy.
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SPECIFIC REPORTS ON THE INTRODUCTION.
1. Cunningham's "Problems of Philosophy". Chapter 1. Philosophy and Life.
2. " MM M "2. Common-sense and Science.
3. " MM M "3. Method of Science.
4. " M M "4. Classification of the
Sciences.
5. M M M ^ Philosophy and the
Sciences
•
6. Leighton's "The Field of Philosophy". Chapter 1. Philosophy, Its scope
and meaning.
7. Weber and Perry's "History of Philosophy". Page I-3.
6. Windelband's ••History of Philosophy". Page I-9.
9. Ryan's "Introduction to Philosophy". Page 1-21.
10. Marvin's "Metaphysics". Chapters 1 and 2.
11. Patrick's "Intro, to Philosophy". Chapter 1. What is Philosophy?
12. " " " " " 2. Philosophy and Science.
13. " H « "3. Philosophy and Religion.
14. " " " " "4. Method in Philosophy.
15. Durant's "The Story of Philosophy". Introduction.
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INTRnOUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY
.
Suggested Divisions of the History of Philosophy.
A. Periods.
1. Ancient,
k. Medieval.
3. Modern.
B. Divisions.
1. Greek Philosophy.
600-322 R. C. To the death of Aristotle.
2. Hellanistic- Roman Philosophy.
322 B. C. to 500 A. D. To the passing of Neo-Platonism.
3. l^edieval Philosophy.
5th to 15th century. From Augustine to Nicolaus Cusanus.
4. Philosophy of the Renaisance.
15th to 17th century.
5. Philosophy of the Enlightenment.
1689-1781- From Locke to the death of Lessing.
6. German Philosophy.
1781-1820. From Kant Id Hegel and Herbart.
7. Philosophy of the Last Century.
C. Divisions of Greek Philosophy.
1. Cosmological
.
2. Anthropological.
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3. Systematic.
Weber and Perry's Division.
1. Greek Philosophy.
(a). Firat Period. Philosophy of Nature,
(b^. Second Period. Study of »4an.
2. Phiiosophy of the Middle Ages.
(a). *"irst Period. Reign of Platonic-Christian Theology.
(t) , Second Period. Reign of Peripatetic Scholasticism.
3. Modern Period.
(a) . First Period. Age of Independent Metaphysics.
(b) . Second Period. Age of Criticism.
(c) . Third Period. Metaphysical Reconstruction.
(d)
.
Fourth Period. Philosophy since I86O.
^^ogers* Division.
I. Greek Philosophy.
(a) . The Scientific Period.
(b) . Study of Man.
(c) . The Systematic Philosophers.
(d) . Later Ethical Period.
(e) . The Religious Period.
II. The Middle Ages.
III. Modem Philosophy.
(a) . Systems of Rationalism.
(b) . Growth of Empiricism.
(c) . German Idealism.
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(d) . Philosophy since Hegel.
F. Thilly's Division.
I. Greek Philosophy.
(a) . Philosophy of Nature.
(b) . Problems of Knowledge and Conduct.
(c) . Age of Reconstruction.
(d) . Ethical Movement.
(e) . Religious Movement.
II. Philosophy of the Middle Ages.
(a) . Rise of Christian Theology.
(b) . Beginnings of Scholasticism.
(c) . Development of Scholastic Realism,
(d) . Culmination of Scholasticism.
(e) . Decline of Scholasticism.
(f) . Philosophy of the Renaissance.
III. Modern Philosophy.
(a) . English Empiricism.
(b) . Continental Rationalism.
(c) . Development of Empiricism.
(d) . Development of Rationalism in Germany.
(e) . Philosophy of the Enlightenment.
(f) . Critical Philosophy of Immanuel Kant.
(g) . German Idealism.
(h) . German Philosophy after Hegel.
(i)
.
Philosophy in France and England.
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(j). Contemporary reaction against Rationalism and Idealism.
Windelband's Division.
I. Philosophy of the Greeks.
(a)
. Cosmological Period.
(b) . Anthropological Period.
(c) . Systematic Period.
II. The Hellenistic-Roman Philosophy.
(a) . Ethical Period.
(b)
. Religious Period.
III. Philosophy of the Middle Ages.
IV. Philosophy of the Renaissance.
(a) . Humanistic Period.
(b) . Natural Science Period.
V. Philosophy of the Enlightenment.
(a) . Theoretical Questions.
(b) . Practical Questions.
VI. The German Philosophy.
(a)
. Kant's Critique of the Reason.
(b) . The Development of Idealism.
VII. The Philosophy of the Nineteenth Century.
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GREEK PHILOSOPHY
1. The Scientific Period.
A. Beginnings of Greek Philosophy.
1. development of knowledge in the Orient, particulary in Egypt
and Chaldaea.
2. Geometry cultivated in Egypt.
3. Knowledge of the beginnings of Greek philosophy very fragmentary.
No distinction yet made between consciousness and matter.
B. The Milesian School.
Concerned with the following problem:
"^at is the original ground of things, which outlast3 all temporal
change, and how does it change itself into these particular things
or change these things back into itself."
(Windelband's "History of Philosophy"
page 27
.
)
1. Thales.
(a) . Biographical.
Born in Miletus about 624 B. C.
Died between 554 and 548.
Noted as a statesman, mathematician and astronomer and
philosopher.
Listed among the Seven Wise Men of Greece.
(b)
. Philosophy.
Rogers' ''History of Philosophy, Page 12-15.
Thilly's • " 16-19.
Weber and Perry's " " " 9-11.
Windelband's " " " 27-31.
Leighton's "Field of Philosophy" Page 32-35.
Turner's "History of Philosophy" Page 34-38.
Haven's "History of Philosophy" Page 4-19.
Ueberweg's "History of Philosophy" Page 29-36.
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(1). Aristotle states the view of Thales as follows:
"The substenance of all things is moisture, warmth
proceeds, from warmth everything living draws its life;
also all seeds are moist; but the source of moisture Is
water.
"
He means tliat the world is produced from water as any-
tliing is produced from a seed. The entire world is thus
a living thing gradually formed from an imperfect seed
state and possessing a sort of vitality and soul.
(2) . Plutarch makes Thales the first to distinguish between:
1. ^^CZ^! Soul of the world.
'I, ^ u^"^ Spiritual being.
3. Human soul separate from the bod J.
(3) . Essential Points.
(a) . The world is a living thing.
(b) . That it proceeds from some simple primary substance.
(c) . Thales makes WATER to be this substance.
(4) . Religious significance.
(a). Was Thales a theist or an atheist?
Lewes says not the latter.
Ritter, Cousin and Mallet deny that he was the former.
Gods for Thales proceed like man from elementary
moisture
.
Thales was nearer a Pantheist than either a Theist
or Atheist.
(5) . Apothegms attributed to Thales.
The oldest of beings is God, the unbegotten,
The fairest, the world, the work of God.
The greatest, space, the all-embrscing;
The swiftest, spirit, the all-penetrating;
The mightiest, necessity, the all-controlling;
The wisest, time, the all-discovering.
No thought of man is concealed from God.
\Vhat thou condemnest in another, and do thou not.
What is the hardest? To understand thyself.
What is the easiest? To advise another.
Death distinguishes not itself from life.
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Anaximander.
(a) . Biographical.
Born in Ueletus in 6ll B. G.
Died 547 or 546 B. C.
Antiquity makes him a friend or contemporary of Thales.
(b) . Relation to Thales.
(1) . They assume the unity of a primitive principle.
(2) . '^hey admit humidity to be the source of at least animal
life.
(3) . Thales takes the concrete view, Anaximander the abstract.
(c) . ^octrLne.
Anaximander differed from Thales in that he did not inquire
for some simple element as air or water from which all things
proceed by a living force as in the development theory, but
explained the formation of things by the changes and trans-
formation which occur in the diverse parts of a whole, com-
posed not of a few simple principles, but of an indefinite
number of elements.
(1) . Elementary Principles.
The elementary principle is an abstract one, "chaos", the
infinite, or unlimited. 7~ o it^i'tr/i^ g,/
"The Infinite contains the first cause of all things as
to generation and destruction." (Aristotle)
(The Infinite surrounds all things and directs all things.
(Eeuobius, Praep. Evang. i.8)
(2) . Derivation of the Universe.
"The formation takes place, not by transformation of the
first principle, but by the separation of contraries,
by the law of eternal movement." (Simplicius, Phys.6:6)
By the separation of the Infinite, particles of the sane
nature are borne to each other, and so what in the all
was gold becomes gold, what was earth becomes earth,
and all things in like manner, not as things produced
but formerly existing.
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(3) . Formation of the heavenly bodies.
(See Bakewell's "Source Book")
A sort of igneous sphere expands itself above the air
that surrounds th'^ earth, like the outer rind of a tree,
which, being broken in many places and into circular
fragments, there result the sun, moon, and stars.
(Eusebius, Praep. Evang. 1.8)
(4) . Formation of Man. (See Bakewell's "Source Book").
Man proceeds from some other form of animal life.
The first animals had birth in the watery element. Man
existed first under the form of fishes.
Anaximander here seems to connect with Thales, i.e. the
watery element.
(5) . Fatalist.
The eternal movement of the Infinite is governed by a
sort of fatalism.
There is no trace of the intelligent ^o y^ the conscious
mover and orderer of all things.
Anaximander is neither a Theist or Pantheist but an Atheist,
Anaximenes.
(a) . Biographical.
Birth about 566 B. C.
Death about 524 B. C.
Friend of Anaximander.
(b) . Relation to predecessors.
More nearly allied to Thales than to Anaximander.
His problem the same as that of the whole Ionian school.
Returns to the concrete of Thales and departs from the
abstract of Anaximander.
(c) . First Principle.
Not the Infinite.
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Not Water.
AIR is the first principle.
The air surrounding all things as a robe is the source
f roui whence ail things proceed and the end to which all
things tend and in which they will finally be lost. Through
condensation the cold porticles precipitate themselves as
wind, clouds, v.ater and earth, through rarefaction the
atmosphere becomes fire, the fire meteorizing itself be-
comes stars.
Thus incessantly transformed the air dwells in a continous
and eternal movement from which all thin;^si all beings, the
souls of men, and even the gods proceed.
(d)
. Cosmogony.
Plan of the universe.
Stars above.
Air in the middle.
Water and earth below.
The earth is flat. The sun, moon and stars are derived from
the earth, and are composed of earth mixed with fire. The
sun keeps its neat by means of its motion. He seems to have
discovered that the moon shines by borrowed light and to
have known that the earth was the means of the eclipse. Also
probably knew of the obliquity of thf^ ecliptic.
(e) . Advance over previous thought.
Ritter says Anaximenes advanced in two points.
1. He does not regard the world after the analogy of a seed-
state, but of the human soul.
2» He does not with Thales derive all things from a state
of unevolved life, but regards the principle of pro-
duction as being from all time fully evolved and
developed
.
Quotation from Anaximenes.
"Just as our soul, which is air, holds us together, so it
is breath and air that encompasses the whole world."
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C. Heraclitus.
1. Biographical.
Rorn in Kpheaus in 535 B. C.
Aristocratic.
Melancholy temperament—averse to social intercourse.
No ambition for political power or honor.
Died in 475 B. C.
2. Metaphysics.
(a). Doctrine of Universal Change.
Championed the side of ciiange
.
Denied that any such thing as permanence exists.
"You cannot step twice into the same rivers for fresh
waters are ever flowing in upon you."
"From death comes life and from life comes death; old age
succeeds youth; wakefulness is changed into sleep and
sleep into wakefulness. Nothing is; all is becoming."
Plato summed up the doctrine that everything is in a flux
like a leaky vessel.
Is there no Unity?
Yes, but it is not of unchanging substance, but of law,
"The process of change does not take place in an unregulated
and lawless way, but it is a rhythmical change, kept within
the bounds of definite propositions and ruled by an
immutable law of necessity."
(b) . Doctrine of Fire.
"All things are exchanged for fire, and fire for all things,
as wares are exchanged for gold and gold for wares."
Thilly's "History of Philosophy", Page 22-2?.
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Rogers says that this is not intended to be figurative;
that Heraclitus meant literal fire just as Thales meant
literal water.
Turner says, "By fire, however, Heraclitus meant invisible
warm matter rather than the fire which is the result of
combustion .
"
Schwegler says that the fire of Heraclitus is symbolical.
Ritter supposes that by fire he means not flame but dry
vapor. If so he resembles Anaximenes.
(c) . Relation of Doctrine of Fire to Doctrine of Becoming.
"iiVhen therefore, Heraclitus calls the world an ever-living
fire, which in definite stages and degrees extinguishes and
again enkindles itself, when he says that everything can be
exchanged for fire and fire for everything, just as we barter
for gold and gold for things, he can only mean thereby that
fire, that restless, ail-consuming, all-transf orraing , and yet
through heat, all-vivifying element represents the abiding
power of this eternal transformation and transposition, in
other words, the conception of life in the most obvious and
effective way . "--( Schwegler, p.40)
"Nor could this thought have found a better embodiment than
in the all-transforming, shifting flame, ever passing away in
smoke, ever renewing itself by taking up the substance of solid
bodies, v.hich are undergoing destruction that it may live. We
have the appearance of pernanence, just as the flame seems to
be an identical thing; in reality however, its content is
every moment changing."— (Rogers, p.l6)
(d)
.
Doctrine of Oppositea.
All Enovement is produced by the action of opposites.
That principle which produces generation, he calls strife or
war; that which produced death, peace or concord. Fire in
producing all things passes through a series of trans-
formations, by a law of repulsion or alteration, this is
strife. So also by the law of affinity or assimilation all
things resolve again into unity, cease to exist individually,
die out; and the law of assimilation or death is peace.
All reality is born of the clash of opposing principles, the
tension of conflicting forces.
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strife is "father of all, and king of all."
Because of this doctrine Aristotle and his conunentators
censure Heraclitus for denying the law of contradiction.
Hegelicrs on the other hemd credit Heraclitus with being the
first to recognize the unity of opposites and the identity of
Being and not-Being. (Turner's Comment, p. 56)
(e)
.
Origin of the World.
The world uas produced by the transformations of the primitive
fire.
There is a cycle of changes by which fire through a process of
condensation, or rather of quenching becomes water and earth.
(f) . Anthropological Doctrines.
Idan, body, and soul originated from fire.
The body is of itself rigid and lifeless.
The soul is divine fire preserved in its purest form.
"The driest soul is the wisest and best."
The soul is continually changing, but in spite of this
Heraclitus speaks of future rewards and punishments of
the soul in Hades.
Epistemology
.
Sense experience is fallacious.
It is the source of all sorts of illusions.
It is only by thought that we can rise above the realm of changing
appearance, and attain to true reality—the governing Law.
Knowledge is due to the response between the inner Fire which con-
stitutes our rational nature, or soul, end the outer Fire which
is the reality of the world.
Man can know objective truth, because in essence he is identical
with that truth; he is no mere separate individual, but a part of
the all-comprehending Fire which constitutes the universe.
Ethics.
The controlling element in nan is the soul.
"
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He Duet subordinate himijelf to the universal reason.
To be ethical is to live a rational life, to obey the dictates of
reason, which is the same for us all, the saice for the whole world.
Morality means respect for law, self -discipline, control of passions;
it is to govern oneself by rational principles.
Ethics of Heraclitus very close to later Stoical tenets.
Historical Position.
Heraclitus regarded as one of the greatest physicists.
First to call attention to the tranaitoriness of the individual and
the permanence of law, thus formulating the problem which Plato and
Aristotle afterwards addressed themselves as the paramount question
of metaphysics.
The naive conception of the universe as evolved, gives place to the
notion of a world ruled by an all-pervading Logos.
Formulated the first system of Epistemology
.
•'Heraclitus was perhaps the greate&t speculative genius among the
fore-runners of Plato, who began his philosophical life as a student
of this philosopher, and who dedicated his maturer powers to the
task of reconciling the ^phesian doctrine of Unrest and Development
with the Eleatic principle of Permanence. The Stoics also built up
their elaborate physical system with Heraclitean materials; end, to
descend to modern timea, some of Hegel's most daring paradoxes are
conceived by their author to have been anticipated by Heraclitus."
(Butler's "History of Philosophy", p. 198)
Axioms of Heraclitus.
"Jewels five words long that on the stretched forefinger of all
Time sparkle forever."
"War is the father of all things."
"The wisest of men is an ape to the gods."
"Time is a child at his sports."
"Men are mortal gods, gods are immortal men."
"A man's character is his destiny."
•'The greatest clerks are not the wisest men."
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"Much learning does not teach wisdom."
"The most beautiful ape is ugly as compared with the human race."
"It is hard to contend against the heart; for it is ready to sell
the soul to purchase its desire."
"For the most part the knov/ledge of things divine escapes us because
of our unbelief."
"It is disease that makes health pleasant; evil, good; hunger, plenty;
weariness, rest."
"D. The Eleatic School.
The school derives its name from Elea, a Greek colony of Lower Italy.
The foundation of the Eleatic Philosophy belongs to Xenophanes.
Its systematic development to Parmenides.
Its completion and in part its dissolution to Zeno.
The Eleatics wrote most 01 their philosophy in poetry. The school
covers a period of time about 150 years in extent of from 6OO-45O B.C.
Concerned primarily witii the Problem of Change.
According to the Eleatic hypothesis. Being is everything. Change is an
appearance.
According to Heraclitus, Change is everything, and Being or permanence
is but an illusion.
According to the nonadists and atomists, both permanence and change
exist; permanence is the beings, perpetual change in their relations.
The Eleatic deny Becoming; Heraclitus makes it a god; the Atomists ex-
plain it
.
(1). Xenophanes.
(a). Biographical.
"Rogers* "History of Philosophy" Page 20-25.
V/eber and Perry's "History of Philosophy" Page II-I8.
Thilly's "History of Philosophy" Page 26-30.
Windelband's "History- of Philosophy" Page 31-4-5.
Turner's "History of Philosophy" Page 44-51.
Haven's "A History of Ancient and Modern Philosophy" Page 44-64.
Ueberweg* s "History of Philosophy" Page 49-66.

Born in 670, B. C.
Native of Colophon.
Finally settled in Elea.
Opposed Greek luxuries.
An extensive traveller.
Died 480, B. C.
Theology.
Speculative theologian rattier than a philosopher.
The leading features of the Theology.
1. The importance of the Divine unity, the one all.
He holds that the Deity, whether one with nature or not,
is self-existent, intelligent, eternal, one and not many,
all-powerful, and all-wise.
His definition of God is as follows:- "A being who sees
all, hears all, one God alone; of gods and men the great-
cct like mortals neither in figure nor mind, who without
knowing fatigue directs all by the power of intelligence,
all vision, all cognizance, all hearing."
"This Deity is not begotten for how can he be born of
his equal? how of his unequal? If not bom he cannot
perish, since he is independent, and by himself."
In a word, the Deity of Xenophanes is the one eternal
being, self-existent, self-equal, alv/ays the same, without
beginning, without end, without change.
2. The impossibility of forming any adequate conception of
the Divine Being.
Men can know nothing certainly with respect to the gods.
Xenophanes was never v/eary of ridiculing the anthropomor-
phic views of the Greeks. He said if cattle could paint,
horses would describe the gods as horses, and oxen as oxen.
He had a profound conviction of the existence of God.
His faith was steady but his opinions vacillated and he
was unable to reduce his belief to a consistent statement.
Metaphysics.
He admits four elements, earth, air, fire, and water out of
•tdisBoqai siiT .5
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which by combination all things are formed. These elements
are eternal. Nothing can be produced out of nothing or non-
being. Being, then cannot begin to be and must always
have been*
(d) . Episteraology
.
He advocates empirical knowledge, though he holds it to be
unworthy of entire confidence, teaching that ti*uth is to
be discovered by degrees.
(e) . Historical position.
The boldest attempt thus far to synthesize the phenomena of
the universe.
To reconcile his metaphysics with his theology we must hold
that he identified nature, the one, immutable, eternal, v/ith
God, who likewise possesses these attributes.
Parmenides.
(a) . Biographical.
Born about 515 B.C.
Disciple of Xenophanes.
Son of a noble and rich family.
Took active part in the political affairs of his city.
(b) . Metaphysics.
The center and starting point of Parmenides system is the idea
of Being, in which he means to include the notion of God.
"All is, non-entity is not.**
Syllogistically
.
Either there is no-being or there is being.
There is not, and cannot be not-being.
Therefore there is Being.
This fills all and is a unity. All is full of Being. This
being has not motion. It is an eternal rest. What seems
to be change and motion is merely a delusive appearance.
Parmenides argues for permanence.
Motion implies the validity of a certain concept, the con-
cept of empty space, within which the movement may take
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place. But there can be no empty space. For if space
in nothing it does not exist and so nothing can move in it.
(c) « Epiatemology.
Did not reject all human opinions nor all evidence of the sense.
He recognized all truth as one. Appearances were many and
changeable, and beneath these lay veiled the divine truth and
being, though concelaed from man.
(d) . Cosmology.
He held a mechanical theory of the earth.
Two elements, light and darkness by their intemixture make
up the composition of the world. The earth is spherical and
rotating, and is surrounded by numerous rings, and the upper
one of fire, the lower one of darkness. The earth is im-
perfect since it lies midway between the two.
(e) . Anthropology.
Man he regarded as a miserable and imperfect being.
The seat of the soul is in the stomach, and the difference in
intelligence is due to the variations of heat and cold in
the body.
(f) . Historical Position.
First Greek philosopher to place reason in opposition to opinion
Rogers says, "Of all philosophical systems, that of Permenides
is the most paradoxical.**
(3). Zeno.
(a) . Biographical.
Born about 490 B. C.
Pupil of Parmenides.
Statesman of Elea.
Died about 430 B. C.
(b) . Opinions concerning him.
Aristotle considers him the inventor of dialectic.
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He employed the method of question and answer.
Spoken of as the founder and first teacher of logic.
( c ) . Epist eraology
.
Strongly against the credibility of the phenomena of sense.
He denies the reality of sensible appearances.
(d) . Metaphysics.
Arguments against the multiplicity of things.
1. A thing must be like and yet unlike itself.
2. A thing must be both one and many.
3. A thing must be at rest and yet in motion.
Arguments against Motion.
1. A body, in order to move from one point to another, must
move through an infinite number of spaces; for
magnitude is divisible ad infinitum.
2. The problem of Achilles and the tortoise.
3. A body which is in one place is certainly at rest.
Illus. The flying arrow.
4. Two bodies of equal size move past each other twice as
fast as one would move past the other if this latter
were stationary.
Motion is an illusion.
(e) . Theology.
God is eternal and one, not composed of parts.
(f) . Nature.
The soul is a compound of the four elements, the warm, the
cola, the dry and the moist.
(g) . Historical Position.
An irrefutable indirect proof of the twofold principle on
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which the school was founded, namely, that Being is one
and that change is an illusion*
"E. The Mediators.
(l). Empedocles.
(a) . Biographical.
Born at Agrigentin, in Sciliy, about 490 B.C.
Son of wealthy and public-spirited family.
Leader of the democracy of his city.
Statesman, orator, religious teacher, physician, poet.
Died in exile in 435 B. C.
(b) . Metaphysics.
Denial of Becoming.
Reconciles two positions.
Generation is but the comingling, while decay is the separa-
tion of primitive substances which themselves remain un-
changed.
The primitive substances are four; fire, air, earth, and water.
The elements are underived, imperishable, homogeneous.
Definite substances are produced when the elements are com-
bined in certain proportions.
The moving force which produces these combinations is not in-
herent in the elements themselves; it is distinct from them.
Empedocles speaks of this force as Love and Hatred.
Detaches idea of motion from matter.
Discord and harmony the history of the universe.
(c). Epistemology
.
We can know everything because we ourselves are compounded
of everything. All the elements enter into our make-up,
"Rogers, Page 24-33.
Weber and Perry, Page 27-35
•
Thilly, Page 30-36.
Haven, Page 64.
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earth to form the solid parts; water the liquid, air the
vital breath, and fire the soul. Vi'e perceive anything be-
cause we are that thing; like is known by like.
(d) . Biological Doctrines.
Plants first sprang from the earth before it was illumined by
the sun.
Then came animals.
(e) . Concerning God.
Speaks as if he held a common polytheistic belief.
Sometimes describes the Deity almost in the same v/ords as
Xenophanes.
(f) . Historical Position.
Some class him as an Eleatic, others as a Pythogorean.
However, he seems to be a mixture of all.
Anaxagoras.
(a) . Biographical.
Born at Clazomenae about ^00 B. C.
Lived in Athens and was a friend of Pericles.
Charged with Atheism.
Mathematician and Astronomer.
Died in 428 B. C.
(b) . Doctrine of Primitive Substances.
Matter cannot h4 reduced to a single element or even to four.
There are an infinite number of them.
They are infinitely small, uncreated and indestructible.
Also they are unchangeable.
Change is only the different grouping of these elements.
"Qualitative Athomism" .
(c) . Mind. i\Ovs
The moving power which formed the v/orld from the primitive
mass of " seeds"
.
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Mind is distinguished from other things because,
1. It is simple.
2. It is self-ruled.
3. It has all knowledge about everything.
4. It has supreme power over all things.
(d) . Cosmology.
The movement by which all things are formed is circular. By
means of this, the particles that are homogenious, the cold
the wet, and the dark, unite to form the earth; while the
warm, the dry, and the light, uniting ascend to the far off
ether. Cold converts the clouds to water, water to earth,
earth to stones, etc.
Nothing is born, nothing perishes. It is aggregation or dis-
solution.
(e) . Psychology.
Like is not known by like, but rather by unlike. This is
directly opposed to Empedocles.
The senses are weak, but not deceitful.
The faculty of true knowledge is the Nous.
( f ) . Historical Position.
Doctrine of Immaterial mind is of special importance.
Dualism. Mind and Matter.
"F. The Atomists.
Represent the last phase of Ionian speculation concerning nature.
( 1) • Leucippus.
Very little known of him.
Aristotle regards him as the father of the Atomists.
Said to have come from Miletus and studied under Zeno at Elea.
Thilly, Page 36-41
\?eber and Perry, Page 35-40.
Rogers, Page 13-33-
Windelband, Page 53-55
Cunningham, Page 162-164.
Turner, Page 65-70.
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(a) . Biographical*
Born about 460. B. C.
Native of Abdera.
Travelled extensively.
V/rote many books on physics, metaphysics, ethics and history.
Died 370 B. C.
(b) . General Position.
Without the void there is no motion.
The void exists and that in it exists an infinite number of
indivisible bodies. ( c/i ^ ifo t )
On the combination and separation of atoras depend Becoming and
decay.
( c) . The At omeac.
Infinite in number.
Differ in shape, order, and position.
(d) . Motion.
Brought together not by a vital principle inherent in them,
nor by love and hatred, nor by any incorporeal agency, but
by MTl.'RAL NECESSITY.
(e) . Anthropology.
Plants and animals spring from moist earth.
Democritus has great admiration for the body of man.
He describes minutely the utility and adaptation of every
part of the human body.
Over all and permeating all is the SOUL.
The soul could be nothing but corporeal. It is composed
of the finest atoms, perfectly smooth and round, like the
atoras of fire.
Does not deny a distinction between soul and body.
Soul is the noblest part of man.
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(f) . Epistemology
•
All cognitive processes are corporeal processes.
Thought cannot differ essentially from sense-knowledge.
They are both changes of the soul-cubstance.
(g) « Ehihics.
Because of the superior position of the soul over the body,
he should place man' s supreme happiness in a right dis-
position of mind and not in the goods of the external world.
( h) . Historical Position.
The atomistic movement is recognized as an attempt to
reconcile the conclusions of the Eleatics with the facts
of experience.
Atomism prepared the way for Sophism.
Atomistic philosophy was materialistic, and "Materialism
ends where the highest problems of philosophy begin."
"G. The Pythogoreans.
(1) . Founded by Pythogoras.
Born in Samos betv/een 130 and I70 B. C.
Emigrated to Southern Italy.
Founded a society the purpose of which is described aesthetical,
religious and political.
His Ideal.
1. Develop political virtues.
2. Teach all to act for the good of the state.
3. Subordinate to the whole.
Died 500 B. C.
(2) . The Number Theory.
Number is the essence and basis (_ljfidjV ) of all ttdngs.
" Rogers, Page 33-37.
Weber and Perry, Page 21-2?.
Thilly, Page 18-22.
Windelband, Page 55-57
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Turner, Page 38-44
Ueberweg, Page 42-48.
Haven, Page 37-44.
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Number meant to stand for things in the double relation of pro-
totype and substance.
Three natural kinds of number.
Odd.
Even.
Odd-even.
Unit—product of the limited and unlimited.
Doctrine of opposites, finite and infinite, odd and even, left
and right, male and female, etc.
From the doctrine of opposites proceeds the notion of Harmony.
Application of the Doctrine of Number.
(a) . To Physics.
Bodies analyzed into surfaces, lines and points.
Every body is an expression of the ^4.
Surface—
Line #2.
Point #1.
Cube——-^4.
jflO the perfect number because it is the sum of the
numbers from 1-—4.
(b) . To the Theory of Music.
Claimed that Pythogoras discovered the musical scale.
(c) . To Cosmology.
Entire universe is an arrangement of numbers.
Universe consists of 10 bodies.
5 planets, the sun, moon, the heaven of fixed stars,
the earth, and the counter-earth.
The earth is a sphere.
In the center of the universe is the central fire, around
which the heavenly bodies revolve east and west.
Motion regulated as to velocity and is therefore a harmony.
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(d) . To Psychology.
Early Pythagoreans taught nothing about the Soul.
Some later said that the soul is identified with the
corpuscles in the air, and others say that it is that
which moves the corpuscles.
(e) . To Theology.
Did not make extensive application of their number theory to
their theological beliefs.
( f ) . To Ethics.
Thoroughly religious.
Supreme good-—to become godlike.
This assimilation is to be accomplished by virtue.
Virtue is harmony.
Numbers used to define ethical notions.
Justice—-a number squared.
(4). Historical Position.
Chief importance—-marks a deepening of the moral consciousness
in Greece.
Primarily a philosophy of nature.
A decided advance on the speculation of the lonians.
11. Anthropological Period.
A. The Enlightenment.
Old theogonies and cosmogonies passed.
Spirit of free inquiry.
Change in the dramatic poetry.
Deepened and broadened views of life and religion.
Old legendary tales and superstitions passing away.
Strides made in medicine.
The spirit of independent reflection and criticism had invaded every
field of study.
Tendency toward freedom and individualism.
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Athene the mistress of the sea*
Illustrious men such as Pericles, Anaxagorae, Thucydides , Phidias,
Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, Hippocrates and Socrates.
Great economic changes.
**B, Sophism.
(1) . I^erivation of t he terra.
Originally m ant a wise and skilful man.
Wqw meant a professional teacher who travelled about, giving
instruction for pay in the art of thinkin^^ and speaking and
preparing young men for political life.
Later on the term came to be synonymous with "fallacy .
(2) . The causes which produced the School.
Ca)» The state of the country and the circumstances of the age.
The different states of ^reece were coming in closer con-
tact with each other and mind was quickened by this
association*
A deeper and more general interest v/as felt in science.
(b)o The effect of the preceding systems of philosophy.
All previous systems had been one-sided and imperfect.
They v/ere unsatisfactory.
(c). The effect of religious scepticism.
Earlier systems had done much to v/eaken the faith in
religious belief.
Stories of the gods were melting a..ay.
Sophists found many listeners.
(3) « Principal Sophists.
-Thilly, Page 40-50.
Weber and Perry, Page 40-|ft-44
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Pp.ge 3^>«
rotagoraso
(!)• Biographical.
Born in Abdera about 480 B. C.
D$8ciple of Democritus.
(2). Doctrine,
Great theme, "Man is the measure of all things.*
Nothing is, all is Becoming; but, even this Becoming
is relative.
All knowledge is relative is a denial of all objective
truth and a reduction of knowledge to individual
opinion.
Of the Gods, we can know nothing. Agnosticism.
(b)o Gorgias.
(1) Biographical.
Born in 484 B. C.
Boldest to the Sophists.
Famous rhetorician.
Acquired great wealth.
(2) Doctrines.
Wrote work on non-being taking three points.
!• Nothing is.
2. anything is, it cannot be known.
3« '*'f it can, it cannot be imparted to others*
This of course assumes that the sensuously perceptible
is the true, the standard; and that truth is a matter
of sensible experience. Here lies the fallacy and
the reasoning strikes at the validity and reality of
all intellectual knowledge.
(4)« Historical Position.
(a) o They first called attention to the subjective phase of being.
(b) . They showed how barren and v/orthless is any and all philo-
.3*
i .1
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sophy that recognizes not the validity of moral distinctions.
(c)» They prepared the w y for the star in the East, that was soon
to arise upon the human mind, the doctrines, the life and
the character of Socrates,
C« Retrospect.
1. Concerned almost exclusively irith the problems of the physical world.
2* Did not busy istelf with the problems of Epistemology.
3« Ethics not studied scientifically.
"D. Socrates.
1, Biographical.
Born at Athens in 469 B, C.
Son of poor parents.
Unknown how he acquired education.
Man of virtue.
Delighted in exposing humbugs of his day.
Personal appearance not prepossessing. Short, stocky, stout, blear-
eyed, and snub-nosed. Large mouth and thick lips. Careleso in
dress, clumsy and uncouth.
Condemned by his own people on a false charge of atheism and forced to
drink the hemlock in 399 ^» C.
2. General Oharacter of Socrates Teaching.
Distinctly ethical.
Socrates saw that the only way to redeem philosophy was to lay hold
on this hitherto neglected element.
3» Socratic Method.
Used whpt is called the Definition Method.
He begins by shaking the foundation of a false assurance of knowledge.
•* Rogers, Page 49-59.
Thilly, Page 50-58.
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All terms must be satisfactorily defined before argument can proceed*
The method rests upon the assumption that every man has v/ithinthe
possibility of knoT/ledge.
Dialogue involves tv.o processes.
!• The negative stagOo
2. The positive stage.
Contents of Socratic Teaching.
(a) . Physical questions.
Seems to be that Socrates was opposed to the study of physical
things.
Physical questions were not discussed by Socrales.
(b) . Theology.
Socrates never speculates as to the divine essence.
He was much attached to the popular mythology and was unwilling
to overthrow it.
The Deity was the supreme reason, the source of all things, and
the end of all human endeavors.
Socrates seems to have adopted from Anaxagoras the idea of an
intelligent nous or cause but went farther and proved the
existence of God from the fact that there is adaptation in
living organisms.
The teleological princi,-:le is as followsi -Whatever exists for a
useful purpose must be the work of an intelligence.
The argument from efficient cause is as follows»-If any man
posses;:;es intelligence, from whom the universe proceeds mu
also possess intelligence.
(c) o Immortality.
Socrates argues as follows:
!• The soul is of a god-like nature and therefore must be
immortal.
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2* If there is not another state of existence in which
man shall more successfully pursue the end of his being,
and in v/hich he shall be free from present impediments,
itife were hardly to be preferred to death.
(d). Ethics.
Supreme good-— happiness.
Happiness depends on external conditions.
To attain this man must become godlike, he must be abstemous,
for moderation is the comer stone of all VIRTUE.
knowledge is virtue.
Knowledge alone is Salvation.
All that man really needs is the knowledge of himself, his
own duty and end.
The important thing for man is to knov/ how to live and all
else will be settled.
Historical Position.
(a) « Produced a reform in philosophic method—the fo|undation of
induction.
(b) . First systematic inquiry into the conditions of knowledge—
the foundation of Episttmology.
(c) . The first system of Ethic s—the\|'oundat ion of moral science.
(d) . More important was the influence which Socrates exerted by
his life and character*
(e) « Influences*
Stemed tide of Sophism which would have ruined the Greek stat
Increased the desire for pure knowledge*
Sophists destroyed faith; Socrates buttressed it.
Believe in One God, and also Immortailty and therefore had a
wide reaching Religious Influence*
Crito said as Socrates died, "Such was the end of our friend
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whom I truly call the wisest, the justest, and the best
of all the men whom I have ever known."
E« Socratic Successors.
1. The Cyrenaics.
Established by / ristippus who was bom about 435 at Cyrene.
Cardinal doctrine—"Pleasure is the sole good of man."
They claimed Socratic fatherhood for Socrates said, "Virtue
is Knowledge.** They asked, Knowled>_,e for 7/hat! Merely
for Virtue? If so, Virtue for what T They concluded that
Socrates meant for pleasure or happiness.
Hedonism.
By blundering we came into contact with pain.
Therefore Knowledge serves the purpose to show us what v/ill
give the most pleasure possible not immediately but in the end.
Difficulties.
;
Cuts away the roots of moral sentiments.
Also does away with religion.
Sets up an Individual Standard.
Makes individuals selfish and seeking their own pleasure.
2. The Cynics.
Established by Antisthenes who was born about 366 B. C»
Socrates left the content of Virtue very vague.
Base their theory on Socrates* conversation with Antiphon
when he inferred that the man with the least wpnts was the
most happy. Socrates says, **I hold a different creed. To
have no wants at all is, to my mind, an attribute of godhead;
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To have as few wants as possible, the nearest approach to
godhead,"
According to Antisthenes and the Cynics then, that is the
truest, and the only rational and virtuous life, which has
the fewest possible wants, and which is thus, in so far as may
be, self-centred, and independent of all external vicissitudes.
If virtue is merely negative freedon it loses its inspiration.
CynicisE was essentially the philosophy of the poor man.
Cynicism came to be a Pharisaic pride in its own spiritual
poverty.
Famour typical figure of Cynicism is Diogenes in his tub,
ordering Alexander to stand out of his sunliglit.
Cynicism passed over into later Stoicism.
The Cyrenaic philosophy passed over into later Epicureanism.
Born in 427 B. C.
Son of noble parents.
Studied music, poetr^^, painting and philosophy.
Became a pupil of Socrs-tes in 407.
Travelled extensively.
Lived for a time at the court of Dionysuis 1.
Founded a school in the groves of Academus, the Academy.
111. The Systematic Philosophers.
A. Plato.
1. Biographical.
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Endeavored to establieh his ideal state in Syracuse but failed.
Died in 347 B. C.
• Philosophy,
(a)« Ethical Philosophy.
(1). The Problem of Ethics.
'(Vhat is the highest good of life?
If re ansv/er pleasure | we must recognize the fact that pain
ia met very often.
Also we face the problem that some pleasure may lead to evil
as well as to the good.
There is nothing which men call desirable—-money
,
position,
beauty—which may not, if it fall into the hands of a fool,
bring about his ruin, and so be the greatest of evils to him.
Of what avail is a gold mine if we do not know how to use it!
Pleasure then, apart from wisdom, has no right to be exalted
to the place of the supremely good.
But can it be said that wisdom is the good, to the exclusion
of pleasure! Evidently not.
The supreme end, therefore will combine V/isdom and Pleasure.
There are tw® kinds of pleasure.
Pleasures that belong to temperance, and wisdom, and virtue.
Pleasures that belong to the lov/er, bldily pleasures, which
appeal to the ordinary sensualist.
How shall we say which is the better!
The Sensualist has access to and knowledge of only one field.
The Philosopher has access to and knowledge of both the bodily
pleasures and the mental pleasures.
Therefore if the man who has the more comprehensive experience
says that the joys of the mind are greater than the joys
of the body then we must accept his judgment in preference,
to the limited sensualist.
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Pleasure can only be admitted as it is tempered and controlled
by wisdom; the highest pleasure is not of the bodily
appetitiea, but of the aind.
But Plato goes a step farther and contends that not simply is
the life of reason on the whole the most pleasurable life
but that it is our duty to prefer this life, whether in
point of fact we do prefer it or not.
Pleasure is subordinate to the Good,
**ow are we to define the Good if not in terms of Pleasure?
Some say that Justice is the typical virtue.
Be just for the sake of character and the reward.
But we see the wicked prosper.
Is there, then, any reason why a man should follow justice rather
than its opposite!
Yes, says Plato; in spite of all, it is only the just life
that has any real worth. The consequences in the way of
pain or pleasure make not :he slii^htest odds. The good man
who suffers unjustly, is still mora to be envied than the
tyrant who persecutes him. Tht wrong-doer who enjoys his
ill-gotten gains unmolested is not the happier for his im-
munity; nay, rather, he is the mora miserable, if he be not
made to meet with retribution. This, thon is the paradox
which Plato's theory of the good must establish.
(2)0 The Psychology of the Soul.
What is meant by justice and the just life?
Essence of Justice is Order.
Justice is the condition in which each man has hiw ov/n work to do.
In common parlance its essence is "Minding one's own business".
(a). The divisions of v/ork in the State.
1» The Farmers.
The special virtue is obedience, self-control, or
temperance
.
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2. The iVftrriors.
The chief virtue is courage.
3, The Rulers.
Special virtue is philosophic insight or wisdom.
Justice consists in the proper coordination of these
separate classes.
(b). The individual Soul.
I) '/
1. The lowest part (appetitive part), eT/ i i> i c( . its
seat is in the abdomen.
2. Next highest part (executive part), (^jy/^J ; its
seat is in the thorax.
3» Highest part (noetic part), i/^VS $ its seat is in
the head*
#1 Appetites, #3—^iH, #3 ^^^iad.
(3). The Ethical Ideal.
Famous figure of the charioteer and the winged horses.
Harmonious action and directed control over the whole of
life is the ideal.
Why is virtue honorable and to be desired? Just because man is
man and not a brute!
Virtue is the .ealth of the soul*
o Social Philosophy.
jJan has no real life at all apart from his direct participation
in the life of society and the world; and, therefore, it is
the state which logically is supreme, rather thaji the individual.
Democracy is the worst form of government. Its liberty is only license.
Men are not equal*
The philosopher or wise nan should rule the state*
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(!)• Plato's ideal for social machinery*
Children should be examined at birth,
fhe imperfect should be put out of the way.
Remainder to undergo a severe process of education.
At age of 20 another examination oe given.
Those failing shall automatically be classed as the artisan
clas;"?
.
Those passing shall go on in training.
At age of 30 another exaiaination shall be given.
those failing shall be placed in the warrior class*
Those passing shall jo on and be trained until 50*
These shall become the Rulers.
(2). Other State regulations.
Amusement and the arts are to be under strict supervision.
All exciting music to be prohibited.
^'he^heatre to be put under the ban.
Religion absolutely under the control of the "^tate.
The Nature of Knowledge. The Theory of Ideas.
Truth exists and that truth is steadfast and abiding.
There are fixed and universal ideas of truth.
There is a distinct realm of Ideas.
Idea cannot come fron sense experience, hence, the Doctrine
of Eecollection. Before the union v/ith the body v/hich has
immersed it in the world of sens©} the soul lived in the
realm of true reality, and beheld with unveiled eyes the changeless
Ideas which constitute this realm.
(l). Intsi^pretation of the '-^'heory.
Can we actually suppose that man is more real then men?
Difficulty here says Plato is that we have become so enamoured
with the senses and because we have not trained the only
organ by which the Idea is to be attained—the
rage
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organ of conceptual thought.
For the Philosopher the object of thought is the most real
thing in the world*
How can that exist ishich is nothing in particulari but only
something in general?
Real problem here.
For whom is the tree the more real, the child or the
naturalist? The one who has attained the most ideas
concerning it.
We come closer to the real force of Plato's thought if we
substitute scientific law. Universals.
(2). Difficulties of the Theory.
(a) . Too sharp a conti*ast between the Ideas and the particular
facts.
(b) . The conception that within the same world there is no
way of reconciling the One and the liany, Permanence
and Change) Sameness and Otherness.
(c) . To behold the Idea we must get rid, so far as we can,
of eyes and ears, and the whole body and rely solely
upon the pure light of the mind.
Famous figure of the Cave.
(d) . The very marked Dualism between the world of Ideas and
the world of things, the thought life and the life of
the senses, the realm of moral activity and that of
the natural desires ajid passions, the state and the in-
dividual, which is the greatest difficulty for Plato's
philosophy as a system.
(d). Criticism.
(1) . In his State it might be said that when everything belongs to
every body nobody will take care of anything.
(2) . Plato underrated the force of the institution of monogamy.
(3) 0 He underestimated the jealousy of males in supposing that man
would be content to have merely an aliquot portion of a wifeo
(4) 0 He seemed to forget that in abolishing the family that he was
destroying the greatest nurse of morals.
••"Rogers, "History of Philosophy", Page 95»
see I.
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(5) » Would not the pov/er of the Rulers lead to tyraiany?
(6) . He is right when he says that v/e should be ruled by the
wisest men. There shoiild today be an educational require-
iaent for the holding of public office.
(7) » His Epistemology is too dualist ic. Too great a gulf between
the realm of Ideas and the realm of objects.
) . Gems.
"Plato"
,
says Shelley, "exhibits the rare union of close and
subtle logic vith the Pythian enthusiasm of poetry, melted by
the splendor and harmony of his periods into one irresistible
stream of musical impressions, v/hich hurry the persuasions on-
ward as in a breathless career."
Human behavior flows from three main sources: desire, emotion, and
knowledge. Desire, appetite, impulse, instinct—these are one;
emotion, spirit, ambition, courage—these are one; knowledge,
thought, intellect, rea3on--these are one.
Only a philosopher-king is fit to rule a nation.
Music moulds character.
Knowledge which is acquired under compulsion has no hold on the
mind.
We must have religion.
Philosophy means two things chiefly; to think clearly, which is
metaphysics; and to rule v/isely, nhich is politics.
Career will be open to talent wherever it is born.
Justice is the having and doing what is one* s own.
A just man is a man in just the right place.
Morality, said Jesus, is kindness to the weak; morality, said
Nietzsche is bravery of the strong; moreility, says Plato, is
the effective harmony of the whole. Probably all three doctrines
must be combined to find a perfect thic. Durant.
The good man will apply even in the imperfect state, the perfect
law.
(For other quotations see Bakewell* s "Source Book in Ancient
Philosophy", Page 143-214.)
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B. Aristotle.
N 1. Biographical.
Born in 384 B. C. in Atagira.
Son of a physician.
At £ige of 17 entered Plato's Academy.
Remained for 20 years as student and teacher.
Traveled much.
In 34^2 was called by King Philip to direct the education of his son
Alexander.
Seven years later returned to Athens and founded the Lyceum.
He taught by lectures and dialogue.
Accused of sacrilege in 323 and had to flee to Euboea, where he
died in 322 B. C.
Man of noble character*
Lover of trutho
Wrote on logic, rhetoric, poetics, physics, botany, zoology, psychology,
ethics, economics, politics and metaphysics.
Called the "Master Uind of the Universe".
2* Philosophy.
(a). Metaphysics, Logic, Psychology.
(1). The Conception of Development.
Plato had left two worlds—the world of Idea and the world of
matter.
Aristotle recognizes the impossibility of setting up Ideas
apart from things.
The Idea only exists in the world, and in things, not outside
of and apart from them.
Illustration of the Oak tree.
Is it merely a collection of particular parts?
If we take the acorn we get one idea of the tree if we
take it full grown we get another. The idea of the tree
includes more than can be summed up in any on& moment of
the tree's existence.
Rogers, Page 101-119
.
Thilly, Page 75-94.
'.Teber and Perry, Page 77-101.
Windelband, Page 132-159.
Leighton, Page 99-111.
Bakewell, Page 217-269.
Taylor, "Aristotle on his Predecessors"
o
De Wulf, Page 28-53.
Cunningham, Page 48-57, 60-67, 254-255.
Ryan, Page 11-14, 343-346.
Durant, Page 58-107. -
Turner, Page 124-158.

The mere description of the parts misses the unity of the
organism*
Reality becomes a process of development.
This process is not a mere series of disconnected changes;
it is a real development, or growth.
Tilatter and Idea have no significance apart from each other.
True existence is not something apart from the phenomenal
world, but realized in it; it is possibility make real, the
potential actualized, Aristotle's entelechy.
Such a conception involves a serious change in philosophical
standpoint; it substitutes a changing, or dynamic reality,
for the purely static and all-complete perfection with which
ultimate existence had been identified by Plato.
Illustrations—-statue
,
picture, etc.
Idea and matter involved in each.
• Logic.
Chiefly found in his collection of writings called the Organon.
Define terms.
Good definition has two parts.
1. It assigns the object in question to a class.
2o It indicates wherein the object differs from all
the other members in its class.
A universal for Aristotle is any common noun, any name capable
of universal application to the members of a class; so
animal, man, book, tree, are universals.
The syllogism.
1. Major premise.
2. Minor premise.
3. Conclusion.
Analogy between the Metaphysics and Logic of Aristotle in
that in the syllogism there is the element of development
of thought in the resulting conclusion.
Natural Science and Psychology
o
1 «09Wt©C'
As we pass upward from purely mechanical changes, to chemical
changes of quality, and thence to organic life, involving
growth and decay as, in organisms, we advance from the
vegetative life of the plant, to the animal soul, capable
of sensation and motion; and from the animal soul to man,
from sensation to reason; we find each step governed by an
upward impulse toward the succeeding step, which constitutes
its perfection, or entelechy—the goal toward which it is
striving*
The whole world is moving toward the realization of the Idea.
Man is still an animal. Rogers, Page 109*
E^thics, Politics, Aesthetics.
1)0 EJthics.
Start with the same question that confronted Plato, '^Vhat is
the highest good, the end of life!
Aim of life not goodness but happiness.
The chief condition of happiness is reason.
Right means, that which is correct, fit, what works best, etco
Pragmatic.
The end of a thing is the fulfilment of its Idea.
What is the function of man?
Not life.
The function of man is an activity of soul in accordance
with reason, or not independently of reason.
Virtue consists in the unobstructed realization of the rational
nature.
Happiness is the best and noblest and pleai^santest thing in the
world, nor is there any such distinction between goodness,
nobleness, and pleasure, as the epigram at Delos suggests:—
••Justice is noblest, health is best,
To gain one's end is pleasant est.'*
Happiness demands a complete virtue and a complete life.
Virtue divided.
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1. Intellectual.
2. Moral.
All individuals are not capable of realizing Intellectual
Virtues.
But the ordinary individual! who ia not a philosopher, is
capable of leading a life of moral conduct, or of virtue in
the secondary sense, as opposed to pure speculative activity.
Virtue is no mere gift of disposition but a result of DOING.
Even philosophy will not make a man virtuous until he puts it
in practice.
Virtue stands for a definite habit of mind, brought about by
a continual repetition of acts, in which the impulse is directed
by voluntary and intelligent effort, in such a v/ay as to
express man's essential nature.
(2) . Politics.
Aristotle fights the realism of Plato about universals and
the idealism of Plato about government.
Man can attain his highest only in society.
HJthics therefore is subordinate to Politicso
Aristotle criticizes Plato's Communism.
The best form of government is a single man, provided we
can find one preeminently wise and good.
Three types of government.
1. Monarchy—ruled by one.
2. Aris-tocracy—ruled by few.
3* Constitutional republic—ruled by many.
ISach type may be perverted.
IJIixture of types advisable.
(3) . Marriage and Education.
Woman is to the man as the slave is to the master.
The male is superior by nature.
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Health is more important than love.
Education should be in the hands of the State©
The citizen should be moulded to the form of government*
A man who has never learned to obey cem never be a good
commander*
(c). Criticism and evaluation.
If anything Aristotle is too logical and cold.
He does not possess the enthusiasm of Plato.
He is no doubt the greatest thinker up to the present period
and possibly for all time.
His Logic is at the present time the basis of all logic.
His Natural Science is a mass of undigested observations.
Altogether Aristotle has given to us one of the most marvelous
and influential systems of thought ever put together by any
single mind.
Alexander the Great died in 323 B. C.
Demosthenes in 322 B. C. drank poison.
Aristotle died a fugitive in 322 B. C.
Within twelve months Greece had lost her greatest ruler, her
greatest orator, and her greatest philosopher.
IV. The Later 5^thical Period.
A. The Outlook.
Power of Greece broken.
Peloponnesian war (431-404 B. C.) ended in the overthrow of Athenso
Corinthian war (395-337) broke Corinth.
Theban war (379-362) broke Sparta.
Philip of Macedon defeated the allied Athenians and Thebans at the
battle of Chaeronea (388) and became master of Greece.
Greece becomes a Roman province.
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In this condition it was natural that the Sthical question should
again arise.
What is the thing most worth while in the world!
How shall a man shap* his life!
7/hat is there left for him to strive for!
These questions received different answers.
1. Epicureans said the highest good in life is pleasure.
2. Stoics said the thing of most worth is character, virtue, etc.
The teachings of both schools was presented in a more popular way than
the systems of Plato and Aristotle and appealed to wider circles.
Both schools grounded their philosophy of life on logic and metaphysics.
Epicureans based their conception of good on the mechanical materialism
of Democritus, according to which the universe is the result of the
interaction of countless material atoms, without purpose or intelligence
to guide them.
The Stoics regarded the universe as held together and ruled by an intelli-
gent principle or purpose. For them it is a living God.
B. Epicureanism,
(l). Epicurus.
(a). Biographical.
Born on the island of Samos in 34-1 B. C.
Of Athenian parents.
Acquainted with the writings of Democritus and with the
skeptical doctrines of Pyrrho.
Taught in various cities and finally founded a school at
Athens.
Thilly, Page 94-97.
Leighton, Page 111-114.
Rogers, Page 119-123.
Durant, Page 105-113.
Windelband, Page 159-165-
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liuch^ underst ood man.
Wrote extensively
o
Died 270 B. C.
(b). Philosophy.
Combination of Hedonism of the Cyrenaics and the Atomism
of Democritus.
The end of our living is to be free from pain and fear. And
when once we have reached t}iis, all the tempest of the soul
is laido When we need pleasure is when v/e are grieved be-
cause of the absence of pleasure; but when v/e feel no pain
then v/e no Iq^rflsr stand in need of pleasure.
He enjoys wealth most who needs it least. If thou wilt make
a man happy, add not unto his riches, but take away from
his desires.
Education contributes nothing to human happiness and so is a
mere v/aste of time.
Why does the scientific explanation of the universe as
represented by Democritus play so large a part in the
Epicurean system!
Because they thought that it would rid them of religion
which they held was the greatest foe to inward peace.
Religion is the great bugbear of the Epicureans.
The function of science is to rid us of Religion.
Given atoms and the space in which they move, and we have
the data for explaining everything.
Problem of Evil.
Is this the sort of v/orld a God would make, with all its
evils and imperfections!
There is no purposeo
Lightning, fire, famine.
Fear of hell the greatest evil of religion.
Rogers, Page 122-137. Turner's "History of Philosophy, Page 175-184.
Thilly, Page 97-104. Leighton, Page 42, 114.
?/eber and Perry, Page 101-106. Hyde's "From Epicurus to Christ**.
Findelband, Page I65. De 'Ji^ulf, Page 59-64.
Eakewell, Page 290-305. Lowber' s "Thought and Religion", Page 27-29.
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I
Llind-body Problem. Immortality.
Still more mortal and ur.enduring is the soul of man.
L'ind dependent upon body •
Death ends all. V/hy fear?
"Where we are death is not yet; and where death comes,
there we are not."
Epicurus does not deny altogether the existence of Gods.
However if there are gods they are neither interested nor
do they act because of our prayers.
Epicureanism employed Rationalization.
Its attitude was thoroughly dogmatic.
Its interest lay, not in getting at truth for its own
sake but in bolstering up the particular view of life
which it wished to adopt.
Intent on excluding Religion and the Supernatural.
Reasons for the apparent success of Epicureanism.
1. Offers a clear-cut conception of life.
2. It is intelligible to the average man.
3. Free from mystical and transcendental elements.
4. Demands no heroism or sacrifice.
Concluding sentence of the ultimate position of Epicureanism.
"What difference does it make to me how the world goes,
so long as there is a quiet spot in which I may re-
cline, a crust to eat, and a friend to talk wd-th!"
C. Stoicism.
(1). Zeno.
( a) • Biographical
.
Born in 336 B. C. in Citium, Cyprus, a Greek city.
Thilly, Page 104-116.
Rogers, Page 137-160.
Leighton, Page 111-120.
Jindelband, Page 166-179.
Bakewell, Page 268-290.
De V/ulf, Page 53-53.
'Veber and Perry, Page 106-112.
Turner, Page 164-175.
Hyde, Page 66-110.
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Came to Athens in ^lA^ B. C.
In 294 opened school.
Noble of character.
Simple in living.
Died in 264 B. C.
(b). Philosophy.
1. Metaphysics.
Freedom from disturbing wants.
Reality is an organic whole.
Agree with Aristotle in his Dualism. Matter and forn separate.
Result is Materialistic Pantheism.
Posited the V/orld Soul, or Logos. V/hat we call the soul or
pneuma is but a part of the world soul.
2. Ethical Ideal.
Virtue is knowledge.
Knowledge for the Stoics is practical knowledge.
Reason is the essential part of man therefore the life of
virtue is the life of reason.
Desires and emotions are not held in the same sense as Plato
held them. Epicureans hold them to be diseases or
imperfections.
Emotions should not only be controlled as with Aristotle
but they should be destroyed.
• The wise man must aim at perfect health of soul; he must
have no passions at all.
True virtue and happiness will consist of living free and
undisturbed.
Instead of stri'>''ing to win this or avoid that, let us rid
ourselves of the desires which make things attractive or
dreadful.
Let us stand steadfast in the faith that nothing can harm us
unless we ourselves open the gate to the enemy; that nothing
is necessary, save those inner possessions of which no one
11
can rob us. Rogers, P. 143.
The world is divided into two classes, the sages, a scattered
few, and the vast multitude of Fen, mostlj^ fools.
A life which regards the life of others is an essential part
of the life of reason.
Freedom.
Ivlan is not only a citizen of the world; he is a part of
the fabric of the universe.
We are but a part of the deity who acts in us.
What might be hard to bear as Fate or Destiny, takes on
another aspect when v/e call it by its true name of
Providence. God alone knows what is best for us, nor
have we euay right to urge our private desires against
the good of the whole.
"I will look upon death or a comedy", says Seneca, "with
the same expression of countenance."
I will 80 live as to remember that I was born for others.
Much like the Golden Rule.
The seat of true joy is within.
Every man is worth just as much as the things about which he
busies himself.
It does not matter v/hat you bear, but how you bear it.
Temperance in prosperity, courage in adversity, and a pervading
faith in the oneness, rationality, and goodness of the
universe—this is the whole duty of man.
The Problem of Evil.
"Every man knows without telling him that his wonderful
fabric of the universe is not without a governor."
The world must be a perfect world.
There are no physical evils©
As the master gives his most hopeful scholars the hardest
lessons, so does God deal with the most generous spirits.
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Life is a warfare and what brave man would not rather
choose to be in a tent than in shamble So
Solution to the Problem of Evil,
1. Only that is evil which we choose to regard as sucho
2. Since virtue or integrity is the only good, nothing
but the loss of that can be a real evil.
3o 7/hat seems evil to the individual is good for the
whole; and since we are members of the whole is
good for us.
4. Trial brings out our best qualities.
4. The Problem of Freedom.
Stoics insisted upon the idea of duty.
But on the other side stood their doctrine of necessity.
A reconciliation was tried between freedom and determinism.
What I will to do is ray action, whether I could have acted
differently or not; and so I am strictly responsible for it.
5. Stoicism and Christianity.
Stoicism created an ideal of personal life.
Points in similarity with Christianity.
1. Conception of the omnipresence of God in the world
as pneuma, or spirit.
2o The emphasis which was laid upon duty as the inner
law of man's nature.
3. The Ideal of the life of self-denialo
Points of difference between Stoicism and Christianity.
1. God of the Stoics is preeminently one of impersonal
intelligence and powero
The God of Christianity is a God of Loveo
2. Stoicism appeals only to dogged endurance. Christian-
ity is a religion of hope and consolation.
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3o Stoicism was cold. Christianity warm.
4. Stoicism primarily an Ethics. Christianity, a Religion.
5. Stoics attain virtue by their own efforts. Christians
by the help of Godo
""D. Comparison of the Stoics and the Epicureans.
STOICS EPICUREANS
DIFFERENCES
1. Universal Law is Supreme. 1. The individual is supreme.
2. Man is a thinking being. 2. Man is a feeling being.
3» Independence is obtained by 3» Independence is obtained by
suppressing the personal feelings. idealizing the feelings.
4. The Stoics were religious. 4. The Epicureans were anti-
religious.
(Yet both accepted the popular gods.)
5« The world is a moral order. 5« The world is a mechanical ordero
6. The universe determines the 6. The universe is a result of the
individual. funtioning of the individual.
7. The world is the expression of ?• The world is a collection of
imnianent reason. atoms.
AGREEMENTS
1. Both subordinated theory to practice.
2. Both had the same purpose in their practical philosophy.
(a) , -to gain peace of mind for the individual.
(b) . -to gain independence of the world for the
individual.
E. Scepticism.
1. Outstanding Yen.
(a) . Pyrrho.
Born 365 B. C.
Student of Democritus.
Died 270 B. C.
(b) a Timon of Phlius.
Born 320 B. C.
""Lectures of Dr. Ho Orton Wiley.
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CHART OF THE HIGHEST GOOD
Knowledge for the sake of the indi-
vidual "might", which is "right".
Socrates
Knowledge is Virtue.
Virtue will be found by Knowledge
Virtue and happiness are
identical.
VTisdom a means to bring
most pleasure to indi-
vidual. Pleasure only
constitutes happiness.
T
Plato
i
\
Cynics
Virtue the only good,
the essence of which is
self-control or inde-
j
pendence of all material
needs.
JUSTICE AND RIGHTEOlIsi^SS
ARM 0 N y
'
j PHIL.
COURAGE (temperance i INSIGHT
Aristotle
The complete and habitual exercise
of the function which makes a man
a man, which is reasono The perfect
action of reasoning is intellectual
effeiciency or virtue. Pleasure
j
accompanies virtuous activity.
j
Epicureans Stoics
PLEASURE,
Either
Mental
or Physical
KEY
I^jor Connection_
Minor Connection-
True virtue and happiness
will consist in living free
and undisturbed.
Seat of joy within.
Rid yourself of desires and
externalities.
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Sceptical School formed.
Died 230 B. C.
(d) . Arcesilaus (315-241).
(e) . Carneades (213-129).
( f ) .Aenesidemus
2. Philosophy.
(a) . Teaching of Pyrrho.
(1) . Real things, in themselves, are neither beautiful nor
ugly^ neither large nor small. '.Ve have as little right
to say that they are the one as we have to say that they
are the other.
(2) . Real things are, therefore inaccessible to human knowledge,
and he is wise who, recognizing the futility of inquiry,
abstains from judging.
(3) » From this withholding of judgment arises the state of im-
perturbability in which human happiness consists.
No attempt has been made to separate the doctrines of Pyrrho
from Tiraon.
(b) . Divisions.
(1) 0 Empirical proof, drawn chiefly from sensation, which
show the actual uncertainty and contradictoriness of
our knowledge.
(2) . The more theoretical considerations drawn from the
nature of thought or reason.
F. The Scientific Movement.
Mathematics flourished in Egypt.
In Sicily astronomy was brought forth nuch like the Copernician system.
Archimedes gave to physics the method of determining specific weights.
Rogers, Page I6O-I65. 7/indelband, Page 200-202.
Weber and Perry, Page 112-121. Turner, Page 184-187.
Thilly, Page 116-120.
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invented the sun glass and created the science of mechanics by his
theory of the lever.
Alexandrian School arose.
Under the Ptolemies the School became the educational as well as the
coimnercial centre of the world.
^luseum founded.
Scholars from every nation flocked.
Botanical garden.
Zoological collection.
Anatomical building.
Astronomical Observatoryo
Splendid library.
Here Euclid wrote his "dements of Geometry".
Literature and Art flourished.
School at Rhodes.
School at Antiocho
School at Tarsus.
G. Eclecticism.
The outcome of Scepticism.
Chose its theories by submitting them to the test of convergence
towards the practical ends of life.
Occupied a century and a half before, and three centuries after Christ.
Religion of the fathers became object of scandal and derision.
Everything being doubted.
Rogers, Page 165-170.
Weber and Perry, Page 121-128.
Thilly, Page 120-125.
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Fusions of dlfforent theories and schools attempted.
Union of Oriental elements with the stream of European thought.
1. Philo.
Alexandrian Jew,
(a) . Aim of Philo* s Philosophy,
To expound the Scriptures as to bring the revealed religion
of the Old Testament into agreement with the philosophy of
the Greeks.
(b) . God.
The first cause.
Above all created things.
The One, Unbegotten, Unchangeable, Free, Independent.
(c) . The World.
World is God taught by the Stoics.
Philo teaches that the world is the work of God.
(d) . The Logos.
Akin to the Platonic Idea.
Biblical term "Word of God".
The Logos is the first begotten of God, the Son of God, a
God but not '^od himself o
Its principal function that of mediation.
(e) . Anthropology.
Distinguishes between Ideal man and the man of our experience.
In speaking of the rational soul, he renews the Pythogorean
doctrine of transmigration, the Stoic doctrine of the kinship
of the soul to God, and the Platonic doctrine of the soul's
preexist ence.
(f) . Theory.
Rogers, Page 168-169.
Weber and Perry, Page 124-128.
Thilly, Page 119.
De Wulf, Page 63-67.
Turner, Page 201-204.
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Distinguishes three faculties of cognition.
) ' .
1, '5" tZ/iCT/-. Has for its object the concrete and sensible.
, /
2, /^ifo^ which is the reasoning faculty.
3, \/^ faculty of iminecliate contemplation of
intellectual truths.
(g). Ethics.
Body constantly inclining the soul towards sin.
L/Ian* 8 duty to free his soul from the trammels of the body.
Next duty to rise from reason to contemplation.
V. The Religious Period.
A. Introduction.
Stoicism had attempted to act as a religion and had failed.
The philosopher was generally recognized as the real spiritual guide
of his time.
Similar to clergyman of today.
Peculiarities of dress.
Long beard.
Philosophers attached to many of the Roman famlies as chaplains.
Public discourses often came to sacrifice real edification to the desire
for rhetorical or argumentative display.
Whole age filled with a sense of spiritual unrest.
The new sense of sin and evil was fast outgrowing the ability of Stoicism
to c ope with.
Some higher power must intervene and save the people.
More human feeling takes the place of the hard self-righteousness of the
Stoic So
Brotherhood of Ii£an doctrine comes to the foreground.
It was outside of Stoicism that the demands of the time were met most
completely. The sense of guilt, the experience of the weakness of the
human will for self-reformation, and the weariness which followed a
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long attempt to find salvation in the purely intellectual processes,
apart from the feelings and emotions, all resulted in an immense impetus
to the religious life, especially on its superstitious side.
Neo-Py^thogoreanism arose in Alexander.
Was not sufficient as a sufficient theoretical framework for a philos-
Third century saw the culmination of the whole religious period in the
last great system of Greek thought—'—Neo-Platonism.
B. Neo-Platonism
1. Plotinus.
Born in Lyeopolis, Egypt in 204.
Studied at Alexander.
In 243 went to Rome.
Established a School.
Di«d in 269 B. C.
2. Philosophy.
(a). Doctrine of God.
^"^eligious philosophy.
Moral struggle.
Two principles.
1. Good principle.
2. Evil principle.
Contest between Ormuzd and Ahruman, God and the devil,
light and darkness.
Root of all evil in the body, i.e., in matter.
Salvation lies only in not regulating our bodily desires
but in exterminating them.
Plotinus ashamed that he had a body.
ophy
.
Rogers, Page 174-184.
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The sensuous life is a mere stage play.
The highest good—-a world treuascending the world of mattero
Matter v/aa an unreal and untrue existence, a limit to the
true being of the Idea.
Mysticism resulting.
Platonic theory of Ideas and their relation to Neo-Plat onisni.
He attain to Him (God) not by making our knowledge more com-
plete, correcting what we know by a richer and deeper knowl-
edge, but by giving up our attempt at comprehension, and
allowing the distinct conceptions of the intellect to fade
away into the haze of an immediate identity of feeling.
To know God it is not enough, as with Plato, to get rid of the
sensuous and bodily life; we must get rid of the intellect
as well.
The ultimate method of religion is not thought, but mystic
contemplation, or feeling.
The final goal is that ecstasy in which all our finite personal-
ity thought, and self-consciousness drop away, and we melt to
a oneness with the Absolute, wherein no shade of difference
enters.
(b) . Relation of God and the World.
This final standpoint seems to be Pantheism.
Difficulty to make consistent the Ethical Dualism with the
Pantheism.
This difficulty also present in Platonism.
Just so far as a thing is, as it partakes of reality, it is
good; it is evil or material only in so far as it is not.
Graduated scale of existence.
Theory of Emanation.
(c) . The Process of Salvation.
^'e must rid ourselves of the restrictions of matter, and,
rising above the realm of the particular sjid finite, retrace
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our steps back to God.
All that tends to purify and elevate the mind will assist in
procuring Salvation.
The Love of God neans the giving up of all earthly loves.
And when one has seen God face to face, he cares for no minor
beauties.
The true goal is only reached when the soul loses all thought,
desire, and activity, all individual life, in an ectasy of
immediate union with '^od.
C. Christianity. The Church Fathers.
The new power v/as not a philosophy but a life.
Belief in God, and the influence of the dominant personality of Christ,
were the central features of the new religion.
Ii.Iany converts to Christianity.
Justin wlartyr, had been a philosopher now became a Christian.
1. The Ethical Content of Christianity.
(a) . God is the spiritual Father of men.
(b) . Human souls are of supreme value in the eyes of God.
(c) . Men should treat one another as brothers.
(d) . Divine sonship implies the practice of sympathy, service,
cooperation, forbearance, and forgiveness.
(e) . The quality of man's character for good or ill and the judg-
ment passed upon him by God depend upon motive and intent,
and not upon external acts.
(f) . Nothing in the v/orld has any value as against the right life
of the soul.
(g) . The Christian ideal of life is to be realized in a new social
order. The Kingdom of God.
(h) . This kingdom is to be ruled not by force or external authority,
Leighton, Page 133-13^
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but by motives of good will and love.
2. Tendencies.
(a) . In Alexandria, Origen (185-254) attempted to Platonize theology.
(b) . Substitution of dogma for devotion.
(c) . Instead of a little group of earnes^disciples, fully per-
meated by the spirit of the Gospel, there began to flock to
it, attracted by its growing success, a multitude of men who
were only superficially affected by their new professions.
(d) . Evangelization gave way to the building of a strong ecclesi-
astical organization.
(e) . Necessary to have an orthodox body of doctrine. This work
extended for centuries.
3. Christianity and Neo-Platonism.
(a) . Agree.
Both religious philosophies.
Deal with God, His relation to the world, the nature of sin,
or evil and the way of salvation.
Both find the source of knowledge, not in the exercise of
reason but rather in an immediate revelation.
(b) . Differ.
Principally on their interpretation of revelation.
4. Need of Definite Standards for Christianity.
Teachings of Christ the standard but they must be formulated.
Problem of Evil raised many controversies.
God as a Ruler gave way to a new conception of God as a Father.
Vi&n is not absorbed in the divine spirit as with Neo-Platonism but
man is free, created in the image of God, and may even oppose
himself to God.
•'5« S€d.nt Augustine.
(a). Biographical.
•idiixC
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Born in Tagaste, Northern Africa, in 353»
Pagan father and Christian mother.
Teacher of rhetoric in Llilan. (384-386)
Studied theological and philosophical questions.
Read writings of Plato and the Neoplatonists.
Came under the influence of Bishop Amrose.
Converted in 387
•
Lived for three years according monastic rules ( 388-391)
•
Ordained to the priesthood.
In 396 was raised to the bishopric of Hippo, in Africa.
Died in 430.
(b). Teachings.
(1) . General Idea of Philosophy.
Central ideas are God and the human soul.
Knowledge which cannot be brought to bear on the soul
teaching it to love God, is unprofitable.
(2) . Theory of Knowledge.
1. Probability supposes certitude.
2. No one can be happy unless he possesses wisdom.
3. The alleged inability of man to attain certitude is
not founded on fact.
4. The possibility of arriving at certainty may be proved
by positive argument.
Two ways in which human mind arrives at a knowledge of
intelligible objects.
1. By rising from the data of sense to an understand-
ing of the hidden causes of things, and, ultimately,
to a knowledge of Him Who is the Highest Cause.
2. By introspection*
God is the source of all truth.
Theory of Knowledge along the lines of Platonic thought.
Rogers, Page 192-197.
Weber and Perry, Page 145-154.
Thilly, Page 147-155.
Windelband, Page 276-287.
Turner, Page 224-236.
De Wulf, Page 89-98.
Fisher's "Church of the Christian
Church-, Page 101-142.
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Theology and Cosmology.
Admits teleological argument.
His argument!
We know the truth and we strive for the good# But
nothing is true or good in this world of change and
imperfection except in so far as it participates in
the absolute truth and goodness of Him V/ho never
changes. 7/hoever denies that God exists must be pre-
pared to maintain that knowledge andvirtue have no
object. The existence of God is, therefore, the
essential condition of the moral and intellectual
life.
God cannot be comprehended by the human mind.
God is immutable, eternal, all-powerful, all-knowing,
absolutely devoid of potentiality or composition. He
is form without matter, essence unparticipated.
God created the world.
Psychology.
The soul is simple, immaterial, spiritualo
Devoid of quantity and has no extension in space.
(1). Arguments for Immortality.
lo That in which the imperishable exists must be im-
perishable.
Imperishable truth dwells in the soul.
2. The soul is inseparable from reason; for reason and
the soul are united in space.
3. The body is animated, that is, endowed with life.
The soul is life.
Origin of soul.
Soul was created at the beginning. Succeeding souls
unexplained by Augustine.
Soul and body together give man.
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FACULTIES OF THE SOUL
Faculties of sense
Knowledge
Appetite /
Internal senses
External senses
Imagination
Sensuous memory
Sensus communis
Faculties of the
soul as spirit
(5) . Ethics.
The supreme good of man consists in the eternal con-
templation and love of God in the life to come.
Man must practice virtue.
Love is the foundation of virtue.
Man should love God above all things,
Man should love himself
•
Man should love his fellow men.
(6) . Historical Position of Augustine.
Vastness of his speculative thought.
Synthesizes the best elements of pagan philosophy into
a system of Christian thought.
Coherent system.
Perfect grasp of his subjects.
Sublimity of thought and language.
Called the "Plato of Christianity".
V9 J
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PHILOSOPHY OF THE MIDDLE AGES
1. Elements contributing to the Transition.
A. The Greek element.
Framework of our modern thought comas from the Greeks.
Concepts and ideas come to us from the Greeks largely.
Po The Roman element.
Impressed the world with the value and reality of government and law.
C. The Christian element.
Roman civilization tended to suppress the individual too much.
Christianity revealed the true v/orth of the individual.
Also appealed to the emotions.
Had a warmth that the others lacked.
D. The German element.
Pronounced sense of individuality and love of freedom.
Simplicity of character.
Ruggedness of moral nature.
Cleanness of life.
11. Spirit of the Middle Ages.
Ao Importance of the principle of authority.
E. Individual is subordinate to the Church.
C. Relation of the Church and the State.
D. Philosophy is identical vdth positive Theology.
111. Scholasticism.
A.. Characteristics of Scholasticism.
1. Method deduction.
Thilly, Page 158-164.
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2» Chief interests.
(a). Transcendental world, the world of God, the angels, the
(b) . The highest good—-the blessed life in God.
(c) . Standard of Right and Wrong is obedience to the will of God.
B. Stages of Scholasticism.
1. Platonic Stage.
9th to 12th centuries.
2. Aristotelian Stage.
13th century.
3. Nominalist ic Stage.
14th century.
C. Beginnings of Scholasticism.
1. John Scotus Erigena.
(a). Biographical.
Pom about 8IO.
Native of Ireland.
Head of Palatine Academy middle of 9th century.
Much superior to his times.
Knew Latin, Greek, Arabic.
Died about 380.
(b). Chief tenets.
The object of Philosophy is identical with that of Religion.
Mature comprises all beings interpreted under four categories.
1. That which is uncreated and creates.
2. That which is created and creates.
3. That which is created and does not create.
A. That which is uncreated and does not create.
saints, etc.
Weber and Perry, Page 158-164.
Rogers, Page 205-209.
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Thilly, Page 164-166.
Turner, Page 246-257*
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Can be reduced to two classes.
!• God,
2. The Universe.
These two are identical. (Close to Pantheism.)
God is the absolute nothing, the eternal mystery.
Doctrine of Sin.
Sin belongs to the corporeal nature.
Doctrine of Evil.
Svil has no substantial existence.
Doctrine of Universalism.
All fallen angels, all fallen men, all beings, mil return
Erigena a Realist and takes his stand with Plato and declares
that class terms are real.
Realism necessary to uphold the authority of the class term
•Church' .
Tendency of Realism towards Pantheism.
Erigena called the Mystical Pantheist.
Born in Aosta in Lombardy, in 1033,
Archbishop of Canterbury.
True type of Schoolman.
Disciple of Lanfranc.
Died in II09.
(b). Most important works.
to God.
D. Development of Scholastic Realism.
1. Saint Anselm.
( a) • Biographical.
Turner, Page 272-279.
Rogers, Page 209-210.
Weber and Perry, Page 164-171.
Thilly, Page 169-172.
'Vindelband, Page 293-295.
Deane* s "St. Anselm*, Open Court; Chicago, 191.
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Dialogus de graminatico.
The Lfonologium de divinitatis essentia sive Exeraplum de
ratione fidei.
De fide trinitatis.
Cur DeuB homo!
(c). Doctrines.
Existence of God based on the Platonic conception that
universals have an existence independent of particular
objects.
Revelation and Reason in perfect accord.
Faith precedes all reflection.
Holds the Satisfaction Theory of the Atonement.
Doctrine of the Incarnation.
Originator of the Ontological Argument for God.
We define God as a being than which nothing greater can be
thought. Nov there is in the mind the idea of such a being.
But also such a being must exist outside the mind. For if
it did not, it would fail to be a being than which nothing
greater can be thought; a being with the added attribute of
existence is greater than one merely in idea. Therefore
God exists not merely in the mind, but also as a real
existence outside the mind.
2. Roscellinus.
Universals are only names.
If the individuals alone are real, Catholism is no more than a col-
lection of individual convictions, and there is nothing real, solid,
and positive, but a personal faith of the Christian.
Extreme Nominalist.
3. William of Champeaux.
Professor at Paris.
Bishop of ^halons.
Ardent champion of Realism.
Nothing is real but the universal; individuals are mere names.
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••"4. Peter Abelard.
(a) . Biographical.
Born in Pallet in 1079.
Llan of remarkable talents.
Most brilliant teacher of his time.
^ied in Paris in 1142.
(b) . 7/orks.
De trinitate.
Letters.
Introductio ad theologiam.
Fthics
Sic et non.
Dialogue between a Philosopher, a Christian, and a Jew.
(c) . Doctrines.
A Platonisto
Ideas have been placed in the soul by the Creator and hence
are innate.
Occupies a middle position between the Nominalism of Roscelin
and the original form of William' s Realism.
Universale exist in the individual.
Revealed truth and rational truth are identical.
Three persons of the Trinity are reduced to three attributes
of the Divine Being.
God* s acts are determined by reason.
Occupies middle ground between Nominalism and Realism.
5. Hugo of St. Victor. (1096-1140)
God is supra-intelligible.
A Mystic
o
Y/eber and Perry, Page 174-178.
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Rationalism and Llysticism both tend towards monism.
Psychology.
Body and soul are separate substances.
Two souls.
Sensitive Soul.
Intelligent Soul.
6. Progress of Free Thought.
(a) . Unrest.
Dogmas of Church could not be demonstrated.
Scepticism arising.
Increase in Education.
(b) . Prominent Thinkers.
1. Richard, Prior of St. Victor.
Doubts doctrine of Trinity.
2. Alanus of Lisle.
Pantheism.
3. Robert of IJelun.
Distinguishes between events caused by the power of
Nature and the power of God.
4. Robert Pulleyn.
A vague suspicion arises that the Church is fallible, and
that a breach between faith and science, theology and
philosophy, is not impossible.
E» Culmination of Scholasticism.
1. The Arabian Philosophy. (See Turner, Page 310-315)
•
Learning had taken refuge among the laohammedans.
Syria, Egypt, Persia, Africa, and Spain in their hands.
Arabians studied translsations of Greek works on Mathematics,
Astronomy, IJedicine and other natural sciences.
/• el'fieeoqnii ton ei jV/^rros-^
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1
2. The Crusades.
3. Predominance of Aristotle.
(a) . Hostility of Church to Aristotle.
(b) . Later the Church accepts Aristotle as an ally.
(c) . Peripatetics of the thirteenth Century. (See Weber and Perry,
Page 188).
(1) . Alexander of Hales.
(2) . VJilliam of Auvergne.
(3) » Vincent of Beauvais.
(4) . Albert of Bollstadt.
C5)» St. Bonaventura.
4-, Two great rivals arose.
(a) . The Dominican Saint Thomas of Aquin.
(b) . The Franciscan Duns Sootus.
5. Saint Thomas of Iquin.
(a) . Biographical.
Porn in 1224 or 1225.
Went to monastery when five years of age.
Studied at U. of Naples.
In 1243 1^© entered the order of St. Dominic.
Mother opposed his entering the order.
Studied at Paris and Cologne.
Pupil of Albert the Great.
Constructed great Catholic system.
Died, 1274.
Canonized by Pope John XXII in 1323*
(b) . Chief works.
Summa theologiae.
Rogers, Page 215-217. Y/indelband, Page 321-334.
Thilly, Page 191-203. De Wulf, Page 306-357.
Weber and Perry, Page I9O-I95.
Turner, Page 343-331.
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Sumina contra ^entiles*
De regimine principum.
(c)» Chief tenets.
To demonstrate the rationality of the universe as a
revelation of God,
Distinction between Faith and Reason.
Reason will never contradict Fait ho
Faith a realm above Reason.
Upistemology
.
Genuine knowledge is conceptual.
Concepts have their base in sensation.
Soul has different faculties.
Universals real. Realist.
Not real in the sense of existing apart from objects.
Ideas immanent in the mind of God.
Existence of God.
Knowledge of God by faith.
Also by Reason.
Rejects the Ontological Argument of Anselm.
Prove God only by a posteriori method.
Uses Teleological Argument.
Psychology.
God created nature, human souls and angels.
Man is both spirit ajad matter.
Soul ie immaterial.
Uses old arguments for immortality.
Ethics.
Union of A^is-totelian and Christian thoughts.
God has made everything for a purpose.
Highest good.
Subjectively——likeness to Godo
Ob j ect ively -—God <>
F. Decline of Scholasticism.
(l). Anti-Scholastic Tendencies,
(a). Mysticism.
(b)o Logic.
Cfjlcri;
ini: xoxj-e
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(c) » Natural Science*
(d) . Heresy.
(2)0 John Duns Scotus.
(a) . Biographical.
Born in 1265.
Native of England or Ireland.
Member of the Franciscan order.
Studies at Oxford©
Teacher at Oxford, Paris, and Cologne.
Title "the subtle doctor".
Influenced by Bacon and Alexander of Hales
0
Regarded Augusine and Anselm as highest authorities.
Died in I308.
(b) . Works.
Opus Oxoniense.
Opus Parisiense.
Quaestiones quodlibetales.
(c) . Philosophy.
Position betv/een two camps.
With the tlieologians he recognizes the need of revelation.
Agrees vidth the philosophers that St. Augustine is wrong in
assuming that man can know absolutely nothing of God 'Jidth-
out supernatural revelation.
Reason is the highest authority.
Pelagian.
Very loyal to his order.
Primacy of intelligence must be opposed to that of the will.
Leans toward Nominalism.
Thilly, Page 207-214.
Turner, Page 387-392.
Windelbejid, Page 322-33^.
De Wulf, Page 367-379.
Weber and Perry, Page 195-200.
Rogers, Page 213-220.
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Opposoa Thomism.
Faith and Knowledge
o
Dogmas beyond dispute.
Faith the basis of the highest truth.
Doctrine of Universals.
Universale exist before things, as forms in the mind of
God; in things, as their essense; and after things, as
abstract concepts in our minds.
Theology.
Infer existence of God only a posteriori.
Psychology.
!.!uch like Thomas.
(3) » Nominalism.
(a) . V/illieun Durand.
To exist means to be an individual.
(b) . William of Occam.
Nothing real except the individual.
(c) . Scepticism.
Consequence of Nominalism.
Protagoras motto affirmed, i.e., "The individual is the
measure of all things".
(d) . Attempts to sever Church from the world*
( e) . Realism.
Burleigho
Thomas of Bradwardine.
Thomas of Strasburg.
(4) . The Influence of Siysticism.
(a) . Orthodox and heredical Mystics.
(b) . Latin Mysticism.
(1). Pierre d'Ailly. (1350-1425).
» iBubiylbrti ao 9rf oi" Sixs'tr- v' N c- '^'^
tqeo.-;
•
«
(2) . John Geraon. (1363-1'^29)
.
(3) » Raymond of Sabunde.
(c). Geniian Mysticism.
(1) . Eckhart, (1260-1327).
(2) . Susoo (1300-1366).
(3) . Taulero (I3OO-I36I).
(5)» Progress of Free Thought.
(a) . Medieval Rationalismo
(b) o Rise of Nationalism.
(c) o Early rise of Reform movements.
Philosotihy of the Renaissance.
(1) . Factors leading up to the Renaissance.
(a) . Effect of the Crusades.
(b) . Divorce of the Civil and Spiritual powero
(c) o Appreciation of Literature and Art of the past.
(d) . Thirst for Education.
(©)o Discovery of America.
( f ) . Invent ions
o
Gunpowder, telescope, compass, printing press.
(g). The Scientific I«Iovement.
Kepler.
Galileo.
Copernicus.
.
(2) . Humanism.
(3) » Occultism.
{^)• Philosophy of Nature.
.8onBeciflct8.«I erf* . cttbet,! bio foal .(r}
oiuJ^sietiJ lo no J
.Bxioi.*cev0l ,(1)
.'xe.
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IV. Recapitulating Point considering the Problems of the Middle Ages.
A. Nominalism versus Realism. Universals versus Particulars.
1. Relations of Universal and Particular.
(a) . The *copy' theory.
. on ^
Universals and particulars are related to each other as a
copy is related to the original.
(b) . The 'name' view.
Universals are related to particulars as the name 'John
Doe' is related to the individual, known by that name.
(c). The 'descriptive* view.
Universals are merely descriptive of relations obtaining
among particulars.
(a) . Universals are real, particulars are appearances.
(b) . Particulars are real, Universals are merely con-
venient signs or symbols.
(c) . Both are real.
Theoi^ (a)- -Realism.
Theory (b)— Noninedism.
Theory (c)— Concrete Universal.
2. The Case for Realism.
(a) . Universals are real and particulars derive their meaning
from them.
(b) . If Nominalism strictly true there is no ground for any
knoY/ledge of the future.
(c) . Nominalism makes all laws and true universals impossibleo
(d) . We think in universals.
(e) . If you analyze the particulars you come upon the universals.
3. The Case for Nominalism.
•woiv '©vi. b* erf'
• lae1 a viri u t- v s'l oac I'
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(a) « Most of our concepts are clearly based on observation
of particular things.
If there were no apples that fell etc. there would
be no law of falling bodies.
If no concrete living being, no law of evolution.
(b) . Impossible to attach any definite meaning to gravity if it
be regarded as being distinct from the particulars to
which it refers.
(c) . Positively—universals derive their meaning from particulars.
(d) . Negatively—-failure to recognize this fact has led to
erroneous and mythological theories.
4. A Synthetic View.
(a). Arguments on both sides.
^b). Universals apart from particulars are nonsense.
Universals are to be found in the particulars.
5» Realists of the liliddle Ages. (^or fuller details see outline under
each man)
.
(a) . Erigena.
Realism necessary to uphold the authority of the class term
' church' .
(b) . William of Champeaux.
(c) . St. Thomas of Aquin.
6. Nominalists of the Ijliddle Ages.
(a) . Roscellinus.
Universals are only names.
(b) . '(Villiaxn Duraiid.
(c) . ^^illiam of Occam.
7. Middle
(a) .
(b) .
Ground Men.
Abelard.
Duns Scotus.
0101:
•
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B« Will versus Intelloct.
1. Thomists.
Intellect is original and supreme and God* s will is determined by
Hie knowledge,
2. Duns Scotus and V/illiam of Occam.
Held the opposite view from the Thoraistso
If God* s will is limited by an eternal truth, then there is some-
thing above God which determines Hira. Accordingly God must be
conceived as an absolutely free will.
Co Mysticism.
Logical tendency of Realism was in the direction of Pantheism.
The logical tendency of Pantheism is Mysticism.
Srigena called the Mystical Pantheist.
1. Three Movements.
(a) . Theologians.
?ell back on authority and simply set forth dogmas.
(b) . Pure Intellectualists.
(c) . Mysticism.
(l). Outstanding Mystics.
Hugo of St. Victors
St. Bernard of Clairvaux.
D. Faith versus Reason.
1. Anselm-—Revelation and Reason in perfect accord.
Faith must always precede knowledge.
We do not reflect in order that we may believe; we believe in
order that we may know.
2. Abelard.
XIlw c-
• 1 ijj^'.
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Revealed truth and rational truth are identical*
A doctrine is not believed bacause God has said it, but because we
are convinced by reason that it is so.
Doubting is no sin. By doubting we are led to inquire , and by
inquiry we perceive the truth.
3» Thomas of Aquin.
Distinction between Faith and Reasono
Reason will never contradict Faith,
Faith a realm above Reasono
Doctrine of the Twofold Truth.
4o Scotus.
With the theologians he recognizes the need of Revelation.
Reason is the highest authority.
Faith and Knowledge.
Dogmas beyond dispute.
Faith the basis of the highest truth.
5» Various relations of Faith and ^^eason.
(a). Faith and Reason One.
(b). Faith and Reason Overlapping and Conflicting.
/
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(c)» Faith and Reason as Double Truth.
I

MODERN PHILOSOPHY (AGE OF INDEPENDENT METAPHYSICS)
(From Bruno to Locke and Kant)
I. The Spirit of Modern Philosophy.
A. Awakening of reflective spirit.
B. Revolt against authority and tradition.
C. Demand for freedom in thought and action,
D. The Renaissance and the Reformation.
(1) . The Crusades.
(2) . Growth of conanerce and industry.
(3) . Tendency to separate Church from State.
(4) . ^e\i interest in life,
(5) . Thirst for education.
(6) . Influence of Luther, Erasmas and Melancthon.
(7) 0 discovery of America.
(8) , Inventions.
Gunpo^-der, telescope, compass, etc.
(9) . f^ise of Science.
Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler.
II. Two Divisions of Modern Philosophy.
A, Empiricism.
B. Rationalism.
III. Two leading Metaphysicicuis.
(SobA bne sit^cJ omnfl foon*?)
.
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""A. Giordan Bruno.
(1) . Biographical.
Born 1540.
Joined Dominican order.
Imprisoned by the Inquisition.
Burned at stake in I6OO.
(2) . Doctrines.
Hostile to Church.
All nature is alive. Hylozoism.
Accepted the heliocentric system.
God is the immanent cause of the world
Had a monad ology.
•*B. Tommaso Campanella.
(1) . Biographical,
Born in Calabria in I568.
In 1583 entered order of St, Dominic.
Spent 27 years in dungeon at Naples.
Died in I639.
(2) . Philosophy.
Disciple of Greek sceptics.
Metaphysics built on Epistemology
,
Knowledge springs from two sources.
If M Rogers, Page 227-231. Weber and Perry, Page 22d-232.
Thilly, Page 236-240, Turner, Page 429-430.
Windelbend, Page 366-372.
" Weber and Perry, Page 232-235-
Turner, Page 430-43I.
Thilly, 239-241.
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1. Sensible experience.
2. Reasoning.
Every being proceeds from the absolute Being, ejid strives to
return thither es to its principle.
Religious science or theology is so much higher than philosophy,
as Ctod is greater than man.
IV. Francis Bacon.
(1) . Biographical.
Born on January 22, 1561, at London.
At twelve went to Trinity College.
Ambassador in France.
Member of Parliament.
Friend of the Earl of Essex.
Solicitor-General
.
Attorney-General
.
Lord Chancellor.
Died, 1626.
(2) . >«orks.
Essays, 1597-
The Advancement of Learning, I605.
Novum Organum, I62O.
(3) . Analysis of Bacon's Philosophy.
(a). The Defects of the Existing Philosophy.
Bacon said, "What the times needed was not simply men to
carry out practically the new methods of science in a detailed
investigation of the world, but also some one with the breadth
of vision to realize clearly, and in a large way, what these
methods meant, to emphasize their relation to previous methods,
and to set them in connection with some worthy end in terms of
human life as a whole".
Bacon starts out with the recognition that philosophy haa brok
down and is in general disrepute.
Weber and Peri-y, Page 235-239.
Rogers, Page 231-242.
Thilly, Page 255-263.
Turner, Page 435-442.
Windelband, Page 383-389.
Durant, Page IO7-I6O.
_3 • » - t: 'i . * .
fit >o noiJa^i^povni
Three main causes.
1. Fantastical learning.
2. Contentious learning.
3. Delicate learning,
fhe Aim of Philosophy.
Philosophy has the definiT>e function of serving for the benefit
and relief of the state and society of man.
Bacon's ideal is pictured in the "New Atlantis".
Imagines an island, isolated from the rest of the world.
Science has full sway.
Speculative questions relating to God and His purposes, etc.
are excluded from the realm of reason, and handed over to
theology and faith.
Acknowledges theology in its own sphere but deprecates any
mingling of theology and reason.
Theology is grounded upon the word of God and not upon the
light of nature.
Method of Induction.
The ill success of the past is due solely to the lack of a
true method,
ttliat is Bacon's method?
(1). Opposed to the a priori syllogistic reasoning of the
Scholastics.
We must rid ourselves of prepossessions which Bacon
calls Idols.
(a). Idols of the Tribe.
Fallacies natural to humanity in general.
"In general let every student of nature take this
as a rule-— that whatever his mind seizes and
dwells upon with peculiar pleasure or satisfaction,
is to be held in suspicion; end that so much the
more care is to be taken, in dealing with such
questions, to keep the understanding even and clear
.
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(b) . Idols of the Cave.
Errors peculiar to individual man.
Some minds are constitutionally anlaytic and others
synthetic.
(c) . Idols of the Market-place.
Arising from the commerce and association of men
with one another.
"Perhaps the greatest reconstruction in philosophy
would be simply this— -that we should stop lying."
(d) . Idols of the Theatre.
These which have migrated into men's minds from the
dogmas of philosophers,
•*We shall never get far along towards the truth if
these idols are still to trip us up at every turn."
"Ultimately, our troubles are due to dogma and deduction."
(2). Abandoning these presuppositions, we are to begin with the
particular facts and only arrive at generalities by a
gradual process.
The Syllogism is incompetent to reach the truth of nature.
INDUCTION from empirical particulars is the general
method of science.
True Induction.
(a) . Must not generalize too hastily.
(b) . Must not specialize, but be universal.
(c) . Must not run after utility.
Criticism.
1. Results of Bacon's works were incommensurate with the promises
he had held out.
2. Induction was not new with Bacon.
3. Is Induction the better method?
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I
Science has used the method of hypothesis^ deduction and
experiment.
4. Bacon undertook too much and failed to a great extent.
(4). Quotations from Bacon.
"Of Studies."
"To spend too much time in studies is sloth; to use them too
much for ornament is affectation; to make judgment wholly by
their rules is the humor of a scholar."
"Crafty men condemn studies^ simply men admire them, and wise
men use them."
"Dedication of Wisdom of the Ancients."
"Without philosophy I care not to live."
"Of Truth."
"The inquiry of truth, which is the love-making or wooing of it;
the knowledge of truth, which is the praise of it; and the belief
of truth, which is the enjoying of it, is the sovereign good of
human natures."
"Some books are to be tasted, others to be swallowed, and some
few to be chewed and digested."
"Of Atheism."
"I had rather believe all the fables of the legend, and the
Talmud and the Alcoran, than that this universal frame is without
a mind A little philosophy inclineth men's minds to atheism;
but depth in philosophy bringeth men's minds about to religion. For
while the mind of man looketh upon second causes scattered, it may
sometimes rest in them and go no further; but v/hen it beholdeth the
chain of them, confederate and linked together, it must needs fly
to Providence and Deity."
"The causes of atheism are, divisions in religion, if they be
many; for any one division addeth zeal to both sides; but many
divisions introduce atheism And lastly, learned times, es-
pecially with peace and prosperity; for troubles and adversities
do more bow men's minds to religion."
Letter to Lord Burghley.
"A married man is seven years older in his thoughts the first
day."
. *
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"Of Marriage and Single Life."
"He that hath wife and children hath given hostages to fortune;
for they are impediments to great enterprises, either of virtue
or mischief
"Cf Youth and Age."
"Young men are fitter to invent than to judge, fitter for
execution than for counsel, end fitter for new projects than for
settled business."
"Young men embrace more than they can hold, stir more than they
can quiet; fly to end without consideration of the means and de-
grees; pursue absurdly some few principles which they have chanced
upon.
"
"Men of age object too much, consult too long, adventure too little,
repent too soon, and seldom drive business home to the full period,
but content themselves with a mediocrity of success."
"Of Dispatch."
"There be three points of business in government; the preparation;
the debate or examination; and the perfection (or execution). Whereof,
if you look for dispatch, let the middle only be the work of many,
and the first and the last the work of a few,"
"Of Seditions and Troubles."
"The matter of sedition is of two kinds; much poverty and much
discontentment .
"
"The causes and motives of seditions are, innovation in religion;
taxes; alteration of laws and customs; breaking of privileges;
general oppression; advancement of unworthy persons, strangers;
dearths; disbanded soldiers; factions grown desperate; and whatso-
ever in offending a people joineth them in a common cause,"
"The cue of every leader is to divide his enemies and to unite his
friends."
"Money is like muck, not good unless it be spread."
"The Advancement of Learning."
"Science is the road to utopia,"
"Love your friend as if he were to become your enemy, and your
enemy as if he were to become your friend."
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"Philosophy directs ua first to seek the goods of the mind, and
the rest will either be supplied, or not much wanted."
"Of Dissimulation."
"Do not betray even to your friend too much of your real purposes
and thoughts; in conversation, ask questions oftener than you ex-
press opinions; and when you speak, offer data and information
rather than beliefs and judgments."
Quotation from Bacon's will.
"I bequeath my soul to God My body to be buried obscurely.
My name to the next ages and to foreign nations."
V. Thomas Hobbes.
(1) . Biograpiiical
.
Born in 15B8.
Studied at Oxford.
Traveled extensively.
Son of clergyman.
Tutor of Lord Cavendish.
Spent 13 years in France,
Fame as political writer and moralist.
Died in I679.
(2) . Works.
Elements philosophies de cive, 1642.
Leviaciian, I65I.
Liberty and Necessity, 1646 and l654.
(3) . Chief Tenets.
(a) , forerunner of Materialism, Criticism and Positivism.
(b) . Aim and Method.
Denies the scientific character of theology.
Can be no science of God.
Repudiates spiritualistic notion of the soul.
Accepts new natural philosophers.
Rogers, Page 242-251.
Weber and Perry, Page 239-243.
Thilly, Page 263-272.
Turner, Page 443-447.
Windelband, Page 3dl-413.
Calkins, "Meta, System of Hobbes".
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(c) . Helation to other philosophers.
Wis rationalistic ideal of knowledge agrees with Gfalileo and
Descartes.
Like Bacon, he is an empiricist in his theory of the origin of
knowledge.
Difficult to reconcile his rationalism with his empiricism.
(d ) . Doctrines.
Philosophy the reasoned knowledge of effects from causes, and
causes from effects.
Two objects for philosophy.
1. Compo sable things.
2, Decomposable things.
Outside of Observation there is no knowledge.
From this premise follows the whole materialistic theory
of perception.
Soul brain action, sometimes nervous substance.
Deterministic.
Might makes Right.
(e) . Hobbes occupies a position between Pure Empiricism and
Cartesian Rationalism.
VI. Rene Descartes.
(1) . Biographical.
Born at La Haye, Touraine, in 1596.
Son of a noble family.
Educated by the Jesuits.
Traveled widely.
Unsatisfied with old systems.
Died in I650.
(2) . Works.
Philosophical Essays, 1637.
Meditations, 1641.
Principles of Philosophy, 1644.
ThiiryTTage 272-287T Turner.'l'age 447-462.
Rogers, Page 257-27iJ. Descartes, "Discourse on Method".
Weber and Perry, Page 243-25^3. Veitch's Translation of "The Mediations".
Windelband, Page 390-397- Cunningham, Page 66, 179, 269.
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(3). Philosophy.
(a)
.
The Method of Philosophy.
Mathematical
.
(let rid of all opinions.
Start de novo.
Rules of procedure.
1. Never receive anything as truth which I did not clearly
know to be such.
2. i)ivide every difficulty into as many parts as possible.
3. Think orderly beginning with the simplest and proceed to
more complex.
4. i^ake enumerations as complete as possible.
Briefly two steps are involved.
1. Intuition.
2. Deduction.
Find some axiomatic and self-evident truths and then build.
Rationalistic A^ethod. (See Brightraan's "Intro." Page 22-23.)
(b) . The Existence of tne Self.
Sensea deceive.
Illusions, Dreams.
But there must be something that has these experiences.
Even if I doubt and am deceived, I exist.
I am, I exist.
Nature of the Self is to think.
(c) . The Existence of God and the World.
Great numbers of ideas in the mind.
All ideas come from two sources.
1. Self created.
2. From without.
I find in myself an idea of God, as a substance infinite,
eternal, immutable, independent, omniscient, omnipotent by
which myself and all other things have been created and
produced
.
It is inconceivable that I should be able to have created
such great ideas.
My finite and imperfect nature could not have done so.
Therefore they must have been planted there by God.
(d). The Nature of Matter.
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Dualist.
1. Mind.
2. Matter.
Extanaion only quality attributable to matter.
In addition he adds an outside force, motion.
Through these two conception matter and motion--the entire
natural world is to be explained as a necessary and
mechanical system.
(e) . The Relation of Mind and Body.
If Mind and matter are so different how can they come together
to form a single world.
The reasonable soul has its principal seat in the brain.
Endeavored to explain the relation of Mind and Matter by
positing the medium of interaction, the pineal gland.
(f) . Concluding observations on Descartes.
Mathematician above everything else.
Desired to make the geometrical method the method of metaphysics.
Schoolmen said, "Believe in order to understand".
Descartes said, "Doubt in order to understand".
Three judgments made by Descartes.
1. I exist.
2. God exists.
3. The corporeal world exists.
Mind-Body problem solved by the Pineal gland.
(4). The Cartesian School.
(a) . Two great problems dominate the new school.
1. What is the relation between soul and body, mind and matter?
2. IBhat is the relation between the soul and God?
^1 'The Ontological question,
#2--—The Moral question.
(b) . Occasionalism.
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Action between soul and body can be explained only by the super-
natural concourse of fJod . God intervenes on occasion of
every volition,
(l). Geulin ex
God acts in me.
^2). Malebranche.
God thinks in me.
Vll . Benedict Spinoza,
(1) . Biographical,
Born at Amsterdam, I632.
Parents, Portuguese Jews.
Studied first with the purpose of becoming a ^^ewish rabbi.
Dissatisfied and renounced Judaism.
Excommunicated from the synagogue.
Died, 1677.
(2) . Works.
Cogitata metaphysica, 1663.
Tractatus theo logic o-pol iticus.
Ethica more geometrico demonstrata.
(3) . Philosophy.
Agrees with Descartes, Plato and Pythgoras that Philosophy is the
generalization of ^Mathematics
.
(a). Metaphysics.
1. Substances and Attributes.
1. Theory of Substance.
Its own cause.
Inf inite
.
Rogers, Page 278-305.
Turner, Page 466-486.
Weber and Perry, Page 258-275-
Thilly, Page 292-30?.
Cunningham, Page 292-293.
Windelband, Page 408-421.
Durant, Page I6I-2I8.
Britan's, Translation of "Spinoza
on Descartes' Philosophy".
Robibson*3 Translation of "SpinoztV''s
"God, Man and Human Welfare".
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The only substance.
Only one substance, which depends on nothing, and on
which everything depends.
GrOd alone is substance and substance is fJod.
Substance is eternal and necessary.
frod is not the creator of the world nor even its father,
He is the universe itself.
Pantheism.
2, Theory of Attributes.
Extension and Thought attributes of substance.
Difficulty Spinoza holds that God has neither intelligen
nor will; yet he attributes thought to hira and speaks of
the infinite intelligence of God.
3. Theory of Modes.
Modifications of extension are motion and rest.
Modifications of thought are intellect and will.
Movement, intellect and will, i.e., the entire relative
world are modes or modifications of substance.
These modes are infinite.
Human 30ul--a modification of infinite extension.
The only universal that really exists and is at the same
time the highest object of reason, is God.
God is pure action, absolute activity.
Freedom is found in thought.
The Doctrine of Salvation.
Human bondage.
Senses hamper us and bind us.
We are confused.
We are never fully active, except as we think truly, and see
things as they are in God.
Emotion is nothing but a confused idea, or a passion.
Attainment of freedom has two sides.
1. Escape from the emotions.
2. Escape from inadequate and false ideas.
Human freedom.
We can overcome emotions by understanding them.
Rid ourselves of our confused ideas.
Seeing everything as a necessary fact.
The final stage of emancipation is the conception of a mystical
union with God.
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Intellectual Love of God.
This doctrine of freedom has value.
1. '.Ve act according to God's decree.
2. ^0 not worry about things with which we have nothing to do.
3. Teaches us to hate no one, etc.
4. Advantage to the State in formation of citizenship.
Salvation is not easily attained. For if it were and could be
found without great labor how could it be neglected by nearly
every one? But all excellent things are as difficult as they
are rare.
(4), Conclusions on Spinoza.
(a) . Hecapitulation.
Substance—that which exists by itself.
God alone exists and is substance.
Two attributes— extension and thought.
Necessity and joyful resignation sura up his ethical teachings.
(b) . Relation to other Philosophers.
Advances beyond Cartesian Philosophy by making Mind and Matter,
soul and body, manifestations of a common principle.
Destroys the Dualism of the universe.
Thought is not without matter and matter not without thought.
Difficulty left for Leibniz to prove that there is nothing
contradictory in the assumption that one and the same thing
can be both the principle of thought and the principle of
corporeal existence.
Vlll. Gottfired Wilhelm Leibniz.
(.1). Biographical.
Born at Leipzic in l646.
Rogers, Page 305-322. Windelband, Page 421-425.
Turner, Page 506-513, Leighton, Page 208-212.
Thilly, Page 364-382. Cunningham, Page 66, I68-I69, 292-293.
Weber and Perry, 275"297. Montgomery's translation of Leibniz
"Discourse on Metaphysics".
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Studied law, mathematics and metaphysics.
Held position as court councilor and librarian at ^anover.
Died in I7I6.
(2). Works.
Keditationes de cognitione, veritate et ideis, 1684.
Discours de la Metaphysique, I685.
Lettres sur la question si I'essence du corps consiste dans I'etendue.
Essais de ^heodicee sur la bonte de Dieu, la liberte de l*hoinrae et
I'origine du mal, 1710.
La raonadologie, 1714.
Principes de la nature et de la grace, fondes en raison, 1714.
Correspond ence
.
(3). Philosophy.
(a). Notion of Force.
Matter is essentially resistance, and resistance raeans activity.
The essence of corporeality is not extension, but the force of
extension, or active force.
"ature can be explained only by a metaphysical notion that is
higher than a purely mathematical and mechanical notion.
This higher notion is the idea of Force.
There is action everywhere. ^^0 body without movement, no sub-
stance without effort.
Force constitutes the essence of matter; hence matter is really
immaterial in its essence.
(b). C'octrine of Monads.
Body is a plurality of simply forces.
Many things exist therefore not one single force but many.
Simple forces are Galled metaphysical points, formal atoms,
essential forms, substantial forms, or monads, units.
Monads.
No extension.
Independent
.
Different from all other monads.
It has no windows by which anything can enter or pass out.
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l^octrine of Pre-established Harmony.
How are monads related?
Real unity in world which has its source in the mind of God.
Illustration—-two clocks.
Mechanical influence upon each other Interaction,
Skilled workman to keep in time Occasionalism.
Clocks made perfect by perfect workman--Pre-established
.
Harmony.
Harmony between the movements of the body and the states of the
soul is the effect of the Creator's perfect work.
Tlieology
.
God is the highest monad, the monad of monads.
Principle of continuity demands a highest monad.
The order and harmony of the universe demands a harmonizer.
liod is an individual, a person.
Supernatural, Suprarational
.
Problem of Evil.
This is the best possible world.
Not perfect, has defects.
Evil is the spur that goads us to good action.
Ethics.
Moral principles native to the soul from which other m.oral
truths necessarily follow.
Epistemology
,
Rests on Metaphysical presuppositions.
Genuine knowledge is universal and necessary.
The universe is a mathematical-logical system which reason alon
can decipher.
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Knowledge cannot come to the monad frora without so must spring
from within.
All knowled.^e implicit in the mind.
(h). Relation to Locke.
tocke does not deny the innate power of the mind to form ideas.
Liebniz grants that ideas do not pre-exist in the mind act\ially;
they exist in it virtually.
Locke does not merely combat the idealistic principle, what he
eapecially antagonizes is the idealistic prejudice that a
priori reasoning relieves the philosopher of the duty of
directly observing facts.
IX. Successors of Leibniz.
(1) . Philosophy of Common sense.
Primarily in Germany.
(2) . Christian Wolff. (1679-1754)
Systematized Leibnizian teachings.
Accepts rationalism of Descartes, Spinoza, and Leibniz.
Facts of experience will agree with the deductions of reason.
Adopts Cartesian Dualism.
Adopts Pre-established Hannony to explain interaction.
(3) . Mysticism.
Lacked faith in the competence of reason.
Highest truths cannot be demonstrated but felt.
(a) . J. Hammon (1788).
(b) . J. a. Herder (1744-l803).
(4) , Pietism.
Kindred to Mysticism.
Arose in German Protestantism.
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MODERN PHILOSOPHY (AGE OF CRITICISli.
)
1. John Locke.
"JT. Biographical.
Born in 1632.
Studied at Oxford.
Liked Descartes works.
In service of the Earl of Shaftesbury.
Held several public positions.
Died 1704.
B. Works.
An Essay concerning Human Understanding, I69O.
Two Treatises on Government, I69O.
The Reasonableness of Christianity, 1695»
Elements of Natural Understanding.
C. Philosophy.
(1). The S ource of Knowledge.
(a) . The Aim of the Essay.
To consider the discerning faculties of a man as they are
employed about the objects which they have to do v/ith.
(b) . No Iniiate Ideas.
(c) . All Knowledge from Experience.
1. Sensation.
2. Reflection.
( d) . Simple Ideas
.
Division.
Rogers, Page 322-346.
Thilly, Page 307-329.
T'eber and ?erry, Page 297-316.
Turner, Page 4-86-4-94.
':7indelband, Page 466-46?.
Cunningham, Page 166-167'
Calkins' "Locke's Essays".
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Ideas coming from on© sense, more than one sense,
reflection and sensation and reflection.
Ideas from
One Sense More than One Reflection Reflection
Cense and Sensation
Sounds space perception pleasure
Colors extension volition pain
tastes motion pov/er
arrells rest unity.
Qualities divided.
1. Primary qualities.
Those qualities which are inseparable from the body,
solidity, extension, figure, motion, and number.
2. Secondary qualities.
Such qualities which are nothing in the objects themselves
colors, sounds, tastes, etc.
(e) . Complex Ideas.
Combining several simple ideas.
All possible combinations of ideas can be brought under
three heads.
1. Modes.
2. Substances.
3. Relations.
(f) . Critlcism.
Are all truths derived from experience?
Causation?
Are there no necessary and universal truths?
(a). Nature and Extent of Knowledge.
(a). Nature and Degrees of Knowledge.
.601 er^BH
Knowledge seems to be nothing but the perception of the con-
nection and agreement, or disagreement of any of our ideas.
Intuitive Knowledge.
Demonstrative Knowledge.
Knowltedge of Real Existence.
Three kinds of substances of which we may have a real
knowledge.
1. Our own existence by intuition.
2. Of God by demonstration.
3. Of material things through sensation.
Limitations of our Knowledge of the External World.
Probable Knowledge.
Grounds of Probability.
1. Conformity of anything with our own knowledge, observation
and experience.
2. Testimony of others, vouching their observation and ex-
perience.
In this consider,
1. The number.
2. The integrity.
3. The skill of the witnesses.
4. The design of the author.
5. The consistency of the parts.
6. Central^'' testimonies.
Ethics.
Good and evil are nothing but pleasure and pain, or what
occasions or produces pleasures or pains for us.
Moral good or evil, then, is only the ^conforriity or dis-
agreement of our voluntary actions to some lav;, whereby
good or evil is dravm on us by the will and power of the
lawmaker.
r.vox ^^s^
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True ground of morality is the will and lav/ of a God.
(3)» Influence of Locke.
Locke's philosophy greatly influenced English thinking and even
today it is almost as empirical and positivistic as in the days
of Bacon and Locke.
II. George Berkeleyo
A. Biographical.
Bern in Ireland in 1685
•
Studied at Trinity College.
Bishop of Cloyne.
In 1632 came to Rhode Island to establish missions.
Acquainted with brilliant circle—-Steele, Addison, Sv,rift, Pope.
Died in 1753-
B. Works.
An Essay towards a New Theory of Vision, 1709*
A Treatise concerning the Principles of Human Knowledge, I7IO.
Three Dialogues between Hylas and Philonous, I718.
Alciphron, or the Minute Philosopher, 1732.
C. Philosophy.
Malebranche and Leibniz spiritualize matter.
Locke attacks the traditional notion of substance and defines real
substance as a coribination of cualities.
All that v/as needed was for someone to efface the distinction Locke had
made betv/een primary and secondary qualities and make them all secondary.
This v;as Berkeley's tasko
(1). Unthinking matter does not exist.
The perceiving active being is what he calls Mind, Spirit, Soul,
or Myself.
Rogers, Page 346-365. Windelband, Pa^e 452-46?.
Turner, Page 513-518. Cunningham, Page 111-112, 167-168,
Thilly, Page 385-345- 179, 433-439.
Weber and Perry, Page 316-322. Laxgn-.on, Pago 203-203.
Berkeley, "The Principles of Human
Knowledge"
.
rV
r
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The esse of tilings is percipi.
Nothing exists apart from the mind.
Endeavors to prove the immaterialisE of the external world.
Unthinking matter does not exist because it is unconceivable.
If you cannot think of matter, say anj'thing about it, give
no ideas of it, why should you say that it exists at ell?
God as the Cause of my Ideas.
My ideas evidently require some cause beyond my ov/n 'will.
This cannot be an unthinking inatter.
There stands a power which determines the order our ideas
shall follow.
Consequences of the Theory for Religion.
(a). Banishes at once from philosophy a number of difficult
questions
.
".Vhether corporeal substance can think.
7/hether matter be infinitely divisible.
Hov/ it operates on spirit.
Problems arising from assuming real space.
Cb). Potent v/eapon against Agnosticism, also Atheism.
(c) . Takes av/ay ground from Scepticism.
( d) . Gives theory of God's existence.
Do ue ask for proof of God!
It lies immediately before us and is just as certain as the
proof of our neighbor's existence.
Everything we see, hear, feel, or anywise perceive by sense
is a sign or effect of the power of God.
Questions
.
Does nox Berkeley's theory sound like Pantheism?
Can a person be an Epistenological Idealistic Monist and not
bs a Pantheist?
r.vox 05
r
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Berkeley was a Monist and yet preserved to hia satisfaction
the distinctness of persons from each other.
""111. Condillac.
Locke' s philosophy introduced in France by Voltaire and found a
follower in Condillac
o
Lcche distini^uishes two sources of Ideas; sensation and reflection,
v/hilo Condillac recognizes but one, making reflection a product
of sensibility.
His suniraary: All our ideas, v/ithout exception, are derived from the
aaasas, and especially from toucli.
IV. Progress of Materialism.
Philosophy gradually abandoned dualism.
A. John Tolaxid. ( 1670-1721)
Chajipion of Materialism.
!Iatter is an active substance, that is, force.
B. David Hartley. (1704-1757)
Soitl -^.'^-^ different from corporeal substance.
C. Joseph Priestley. (1733-1804)
' 'Gives 12 proofs in favor of the materiality of the soul.
D. Julien Offroy De La Mettrie. (1709-1751)
One of the first outspoken materialists of France.
E. Other less significant names.
1. DerJ a Diderot.
2. Charles DeBonnet
3. Helvetius.
4. D'Alerabert.
V/eber and Perry,* Page 322-326.
^
'* 7/eber and Perry, Page 330.
.oil e^Bl
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5. Turgot.
6. Cabanis.
7. Voltaire.
8. Rousseau.
V. David Hume.
A. Biography.
Born in Edinburgh in I7II.
Studied law.
Sei-79d as secretary to General St. Clarir and later to Lord Hertford.
Librarian of the Faculty of Law in Edinburgh.
Under-Secretary of State, (1767-I769).
Died in 1776.
B. Works.
Treatise upon Human Nature, 1739-1740.
Essays, Moral, Political, and Literary.
Inquiry concerning Hunan Understanding, 1743.
Inquiry concerning the Principles of Morals, 1751*
Political Discourses, 1752.
Four Dissertations, 1757*
Suicide and the Immortality of the Soul, 1783
•
History of England, 1754-1762.
C. Philosophy.
Hume loved to call himself a sceptic.
He is a sceptic as regards dogmatic metaphysics.
Had great influence upon Immanuel Kant.
(1). The Analysis of Knowledge.
Every possible object of knowledge is reducible to an impression
or an idea.
Weber and Perry, Page 333-352. Windelband, Page 495-499.
Rogers, Page 365-336. Hune, "Concerning Human Understanding".
Turner, Page 513-524. Cunningham, Page 112-113, 257-231.
Thilly, Page 345-362.
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Impressions Ideas
Sensations
Passions
Emot ions
Division of Ideas.
1. Simple.
2. Complex.
All simple ideas are derived from simple impressions which
they exactly represent.
Criticism of the Self.
Y/hen I enter most intimately into what I call myself, I always
stumble on some particular perception or other, of heat, cold,
light or shade, love or hatred, pain or pleasure.
I can never catch myself at any time without a perception and
never can observe anything but the perception.
Were all my perceptions removed by death, I should be entirely
annihilated.
The mind is a kind of theatre, where several perceptions succes-
sively make their appearance, pass, re-pass, glide away, and
mingle in an infinite variety of postures and situations.
Criticism of the Idea of Cause.
Two relations.
1. Contiguity.
2. Succession.
Also another that of Necessary Connection.
liThy is it necessary that every existence which has a beginning
should also have a cause!
Why do we conclude that such particular causes must necessarily
have such particular effects!
Hume denies question ^ 1 by denying that necessity exists.
# 2 he says is merely assumed because we have found this effect
to follow in the past.
New Connection discovered between cause and effect, i.e., their
constant conjunction.
Thinking
Reasoning
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Play of imagination.
Use of Custom.
Conclu8ion»----that what we call power, or force, or causal
efficiency, exists not at all in objects, but only in the
mind.
Necessity is something that exists in the mind not in objects.
Origin of a Belief in the External World.
Two questions.
1. What is the cause in our beliefs in the continued existence
of objects?
2. V/hat is the cause of our belief in their distinct existence?
Use of Imagination.
Hypothesis of the double existence of perceptions and objects.
Scepticism.
Reason has no assured test.
It has peculiar disadvantages of its own.
Hume is not satisfied with his findings. He says, "We believe,
not because we can prove our opinions but because we cannot
help believing". (Sounds like intuitionism.
)
Our belief is due to custom and instinct, not to reason.
Conclusion.
Quotations.
1. "I am first affrighted and confounded with that forlorn solitude
in which I am placed by my philosophy. When I look abroad I
fore-3ee on every side dispute, contradiction, anger, calumny,
and detraction. Y/hen I turn my eye inward, I find nothing
but doubt and ignorance. All the world conspires to oppose
and contradict me; though such is my weakness, that I feel
all my opinions loosen and fall of themselves, when unsupported
by the approbation of others. Every step I take is with
hesitation, and every new reflection makes me dread error and
absurdity in ray reasoning."
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2. "I dine, I play a game of backgammon, I converse, and eun merry
with my friends; and when, after three or four hours' amuse-
ment, I return to these speculations, they appear so cold,
and strained, and ridiculous, that I cannot find in my heart
to enter into them any farther."
(7). Opponents of David Hume.
(a) . Thomas Reid.
Founder of Scottish School.
Opposed Hume in the name of Common-sense and morality.
Disciples.
Oswald.
Beattie.
Stewart
.
(b) . Kant.
Common-sense is a precious gift of God but we must prove it
by its acts, by deliberate and rational thought and speech,
and not appeal to it as to an oracle, whenever reasons fail
us.
VI. Immanuel Kant.
A. Biographical.
Born in Konigsberg in 1724.
Son of a saddler.
Parents were pietists.
Most of life spent within boundaries of his native city.
Teacher most of his life.
Never married.
Died 1304.
B. Chief works.
1. Pre-critical. (before I78I)
1755' Greneral Natural History and Theory of the Heavens.
Windelband, Page 485-436, 532-568.
Durant, Page 276-317.
Cunningham, Page 63-64, 112-113, 261-262,
271-272, 373-374, 440-441.
Mahaffy and Bernard's "Kant's Prolegomena
to any Future Metaphysics"
•
E. S. Bright maji.
)
Rogers, Page 412-440.
Weber and Perry, Page 352-307.
Turner, Page 523-543.
Thilly, Page 391-426.
(Notes taken in Kant Seminar at
Boston University
Summer Session in 1926 with Dr.
.•
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1763. Only Possible Proof for Existence of God.
1764. Esthetics.
1766. Dreams of a Ghost Seer Explained by dreams of a Metaphysician.
1770. Form and Principle of a Sensible and Intelligible World.
2. Critical Period, I78I ff.
1781. Critique of Pure Reason.
1735* Foundation of the Metaphysics of Morals.
1787. K. d. r. V. B.
1788. Critique of Practical Reason.
1790. Critique of Power of Judgment.
1793* Religion within the limits of mere Reason.
1795. On Eternal Peace.
Influences which effected Kant's thinking.
1. Pietism.
2. Leibniz-^Volff Philosophy.
Doctrine of Things-in-Themselves due to Wolff.
Scholastic form also due to Wolff.
3. Physics of Newton.
4. Rouseau' s Hunianitarianism.
5. Crusius* Philosophy.
Religious Metaphysics.
Freedom of the 7/ill.
6. Hume's Scepticism.
Aim of Kant' s Philosophy.
1. To discover what is certain.
To find what is logically sure.
Sxamine presuppositions of all knowledge.
How much is subjective and how much is objective.
2. Had Moral and Religious Interest.
To show Fatalism, Materialism, Mechanism and Scepticism impossible.
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To clear way for God, Freedom and Immortality.
3. A Concise Statement of Kant's V/hole View.
All science and all real knowledge have to do with sense world,
phenomena, world of experience. But experience is possible only
because the mind constructs it, builds it up, according to prin-
ciples not derived from experience. To be clearer, all con-
sciousness involves form and content. The formal element in ex-
perience has a universal validity which cannot be based on any
mere experience. These formal elements in knowledge are univer-
sale, necessary a priori, transcendental (type of method to dis-
cover a priori elements). To deny these elements is to deny the
possibility of experience.
The a priori is due not to the object or to experience but to the
rationalizing power of mind itself. These principles are the
forms of sensibility (space and time) and the categories of the
understanding (quantity, quality, relation and modality).
These laws when worked fully give us experience.
Real knowledge is of experience according to form of categories.
These have no transcendent application. We know only possible
experience. Of things-in-themselves to which the forms and
categories have no application we must always be ignorant so
far as knowledge is concerned. The Reason it is true tends to
form certain ideas of the soul, world and God. But these ideas
lead to contradictions which are known as paralogisms and antinomies.
And yet in spite of this impossibility of knowing things-in-
themselves in speculative fashion our moral life reveals to us
something ultimate, not a matter of sense experience which compels
us to postulate God, Freedom and Immortality.
Sensibility—--power of mind to be affected by objects outside.
Understanding—-power of mind to take data of sensibility and organize it.
Categories.
Forms.
Space
Time
(transcendental aesthetic)
Quantity
Quality
Relation
Modality
(unity, plurality, totality),
(reality, negation, limitation).
(inherence and subsistence, causality, community),
(possibility, existence, necessity).
(transcendental analytic)
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Reason——gives unity and totality.
Ideas.
Self.
World. (transcendental dialectic).
God.
E. Relation of Kant to Previous Thought.
Thesis -Continental Rationalism.
Universal principles native to the Mind.
Antithesis——Empiricism.
All knov/ledge from sensations.
Synthesis——Criticism.
Knowledge impossible without a combination.
Motto, "Form without content empty, content without form blind".
F. Brief Outline of Kant's Works.
1. Critique of Pure Reason.
What is Knowledge!
Must have subject and predicate, i.e., judgment.
Two kinds of Judgments.
1. Analytic.
2. Synthetic.
Synthetic a priori judgments — Mathematics, physics, metaphysics.
Knowledge is synthetic judgments a priori.
How can we have such judgments! (Fundamental question)
Possible if senses furnish the materials and the reason the cement
needed to unite them.
(a). Critique of Sensibility, or Transcendental Aesthetic.
A priori elements are space and time.
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(b). Critique of the Understanding, or Transcendental Logic.
(1) . Transcendental Analytic.
Categories innate.
List of Categories.
12 categories in lists of four groups, i.e. before given.
§1 and ^2 constitute the lav/ of continuity.
,^3 and §^ constitute the law of causality.
The phenomena is the product of reason; it does not exist
outside of us, but in us.
(2) . Transcendental Dialectic.
Ideas.
Universe, Soul and God.
Their function similar to that of the a priori intuitions
(space and time) and that of the categories.
Theory of Antinomies.
Antinomy—-a theory which contradicts itself.
1. Antinomy of Quantity.
(a) . The universe is limited in time and space.
(b) . The universe is unlimited in time and space.
2. Antinomy of Quality.
(a) . Matter is composed of simple elements.
(b) . Matter is infinitely divisible.
3. Antinomy of Relation.
(a) . There are free causes.
(b) . Everything is necessary connection.
4. Antinomy of Modality.
(a) . There exists in the world or beyond it, a
necessary being, an absolute cause of the
universe.
(b) . There is no necessary being.
2. Critique of Practical Reason.
Reduces us to a scepticism.
Concerned with Moral choices.
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"I ought to be Rational" —pair of shoulders carrying world of
experience.
Practical Reason is essentially Will.
Postulates of Practical Reason.
1. Immortality.
2 . Freedom.
3. God.
It is our moral obligation to act as if they were true.
All morality rests on them.
3. Critique of Judgment.
Concerned with judgment of
1. The Beautiful. (Aesthetics)
2. The Purposeful. (Teleology)
Results of the work very vague.
Most annoying of Kant's works.
Hegel thinks that it is the greatest of the Critiques.
G. Brief Summary of Types of Kantian Interpretation.
1. "Kantian".
Tries objectively to see just what Kant thought.
M. Apel—-such a critic.
2. Hegelian.
Royce, Calkins see Kant as only an imperfect Hegel.
3. Schopenhauerian.
Two marked biases.
(a) . Preference for first edition over second.
(b) . Against Critique of Practical Reason and Theistic postulate.
4. "As if" (Als Ob)
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1
Hans Vaihinger.
Kant destroyer of all Metaphysical knowledge.
5« Realistic.
Emphasizes Doctrine of Things-in-Themselves.
Riehl.
6. Marburg School.
Cohen.
Natorp.
(a) . Emphasis of activity of Mind in knowledge that thought
produces the object.
(b) . Doctrine of Things-in-Themselves.
7. Leibniz ian.
Personalistic.
Kant in the end meant to write a Metaphysics.
Ward, Bowne, Cell, V7undt.
.i-bni/W ,XI©0 ,6nwoa jbiaW
MODERN PHILOSOPHY (METAPHYSICAL RECONSTRUCTION)
I. Kant and German Idealism.
A. Opponents of Kantianism.
(a) . The dogmatic Leibniz-Y/olffian School.
(b) . G. E. Schulze.
(c) . Herder, Jacobi, Hamann.
B. Kantianism welcomed by:
(a) . Disciples.
Bouterwek
.
Krug.
Fries.
(b) . Chief Apostles.
Schiller.
Reinhold.
Fichte.
C. Position of the Criticism.
Between the Sensationalism of Locke, Hume and Condillac and the
Intellectualism of Leibniz.
D. Idealism.
What becomes of the Thing-in-It self
!
If it cannot be conceived either as a quantity, or as a cause, or
as a reality, it cannot be considered as anything.
The true consequence of the Critique of Pure Reason is the monism of
the ego, or absolute Idealism.
II. Johann Gottlieb Fichte.
A. Biographical Sketch.
Weber and Perry, Page 385-392.
r
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Born in Saxony in 1762.
Son of poor weaver.
Studied theology at Jena, Leipzic and V/ittenburg.
In 1790 began the study of Kant which revolutionized his life.
Professor at Jena, 1794.
Professor at Berlin, I809.
Died in I8l4.
B. Chief Works.
1792. Criticism of All Revelation.
1794. Groundwork of All Scientific Knowledge.
1796. Foundations of Natural Rights.
1800. The Vocation of Llan.
1805. The Doctrine of Religion.
1808. Speeches to the German Nation.
C. Doctrines.
1. Notion of Freedom.
The idea that the will, or ego, is not a thing eoiiong things, but
free self-determining activity.
2. The real reality is the Good, active Reason, pure Will, the moral Ego
Highest principle—not being but duty.
There is no philosophy but idealism, no method but the a priori.
3. Opposed the idea of a personal God.
111. Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling.
A. Biographical.
Born at Leonberg in 1775«
Received degree of M. A. from U. of Tubingen when 17 years of age.
Professor at Jean in 1798.
Acquainted with Fichte and Hegel.
Served in Universities of ^Surzburg, Srlanger, Munich and Berlin.
Died in 1854.
B. Works.
Weber and Perry, Page 392-405.
Rogers, Page 442-445.
Turner, Page 550-650.
Thilly, Page 431-458.
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1797. Philosophy of Nature.
1798. The World-Soul.
1800. Transcendental Idealism.
1804. Philosophy and Religion.
1809. The Essence of Human Freedom.
C. Doctrine.
1. Inconsistent Thinker.
Passed from Fichte to Spinoza, from Spinoza to ^^eo-Platonism.
from this to J. Bohme.
2. Philosophy of Nature.
Advances to objective idealism and pantheism.
The pure ego of epistemology becomes the absolute ego of metaphysics.
Attempts to construct nature a priori.
3. Philosophy of Mind.
Traces the history of self-consciousness from primary sensation to
creative imagination; from this to reflection to the absolute
act of v/ill.
4. In developed state Schelling* s philosophy is Pantheism.
IV. Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel.
A. Biographical.
Born ir^Stuttgart, in 1770.
Studied at "Tubingen.
Professor at Jena.
Editor of newspaper in Bamberg.
Professor at Heidelberg.
Professor at Berlin.
Died in I83I.
B. Chief Works.
1807. Phenomenology of Mind.
Weber and Perry, Page 405-439
Rogers, Page 445-467*
Thilly, Page 462-478.
Turner, Page 560-583.
Durant, Page 317-326.
Windelband, Page 609-615.
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1312-181d, Science of Logic.
1817» ^Mcyclopedia of the Philosophical Sciences.
1821. Philosophy of Right.
After death. Philosophy of History.
Aesthetics.
Philosophy of ^eligion.
History of Philosophy.
Philosophy.
1. Relative Positions on the Things-in-Thems elves, of the Absolute.
Fichte—the ego itself, which produces the phenomenal world by an
unconscious and involuntary creation, and then overcomes
it by a great and conscious effort.
Schelling—neither the ego nor the non-ego, but their common root,
a neutral principle.
Hegel——the common source of the ego and of nature does not transcend
reality, it is immanent in it.
Absolute is active.
Absolute is the process itself.
The law governing this process is Reason.
The Reason is not as Kant conceived it.
It is the law according to which being is produced,
constituted or unfolded. It is both subjective
faculty and an objective reality.
2o Logic, or Genealogy of Pure Concepts.
(a). Quality, Quantity, Measure.
Common root of categories is the notion of being.
Quality, quantity are modes of being.
How does being which is everything become anything else!
Existence itself is contradictory.
The contradiction found in the idea of being is resolved
in the notion of becoming.
Existence is self-limitation.
I/Ieasure is being becoming essence.
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(b) . Essence and Appearance* Substantiality and Causality.
Essence expresses itself in a series of phenomena and con-
stitutes the thing or object.
A thing is what its properties arej nothing else, (idealism)
Nature is action, production, creation.
.ASBtivity is synonymous with reality. Also necessity.
Essence or reality considered as a necessary principle of
activity, becomes substance.
Substance is the sum of its modes. Hence we must abandon,
1. Idea of God existing outside of universe.
2. Idea of a Soul independent of phenomena.
Substance is the totality of its modes.
(c) « The Notion, or Subjective, Objective, and Absolute Totality.
Nothing in nature exists in isolation.
Totality divided.
1, Subjective totality.
2. Objective totality.
Subjective notion is a form v/ithout matter, a container
without a content.*.. (Similar to Kant* s statement.)
Sumraairy:
Being is becoming, development.
Being, self-expansion and self-concentration constitute
the unchanging stages in the process.
Quality, quantity, measurej essence and phenomena, sub-
stantiality euid causality, reciprocal action; subjec-
tivity, objectivity, absolute; these are the serial
stages of being.
Philosophy of Nature..
(a). The inorganic V/orldo
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Attraction, gravitation the chief principle,
(b). Chemism.
Ghemism is an inner transformation, a change not only of
place, but of essence, of matter into mind, of being into
consciousness, of necessity into freedom, which is the
final goal of creation.
(c)» The Organic World.
Evolutionary process.
Philosophy of Mind.
(a) . The Subjective Llind or the Individual.
Man essentially mind, consciousness and freedom.
These are products of the evolution called historyo
(b) . The Objective I^Iind, or Society.
First manifestation in form of Right.
Idea of Contract—-idea of State in embryo.
Wrong rises as result of conflict of the/individual 'Jidll
and the legal will.
Morality is the legality of the heart.
In the moral sphere the code becomes, moral law, conscience,
the idea of the good.
The holiness of marriage and the honor of corporations con-
stitute the indispensable basis of society and the State*
The State is the kingdom of the idea, of the universal, of
the objective mind, the goal, of which the family and
civil society are merely the means.
The Republic is not the most perfect form of government. It
exaggerates the role of the individual.
The Monarchy is the normal political form.
Theory of Might makes Right.
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(c) « The Absolute llindo
Mind finds at the bottom of his beingj
1. A.n ideal of art or the beautiful.
2. The religious ideal or GorU
3« The philosophical ideal or truth.
In the realization of this threefold ideal, the supreme
independence to v/hich he aspires; he becomes absolute mind.
(d) . Summry of the three Ideals
o
(1) . Art.
Anticipated triumph over matter.
Architecture.
Sculpture.
Paint ingo
Music.
Poetry.
Lyrico
^pic.
Dramatic.
Oriental Arto
Greek Art.
Christian Art.
(2) o Religion.
Springs from Art.
Essential elements.
Infinite God.
Morted lian.
Their Relation.
Orient o
Pantheism.
Greek.
r^Ian everything, God nothing.
Christian.
Jesus Christ—both God and man.
(3) • Philosophy.
Reason.
(e) . Concluding remarks on Hegel.
Hegelianisra probably, is the most comprehensive and
• 0 X tUCUtTC
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complete synthesis ever attempted by the human mind»
Great impetus to modern thought.
Jurispredence, politics, ethics, theology and aesthetics.
V. Johann Friedrich Herbart.
A» Biographical.
Born in 1776.
Professor at Konigsberg and Gottingen.
Died in 1341.
B. Works.
General Metaphysics and Psychology as Science, based upon Experience.
C. Doctrines.
Occupies a position between Hegel and Locke.
Things are not merely our thoughts, as Idealism holds; they exist really
and independently of the reason which thinks them. (realism).
Problem of Philosophy is not to constinict the universe but to accept it
as it exists and to explain its mechanism.
Philosophy must be based on the positive data of Science.
VI. Arthur Schopenhauer.
A. biographical.
Born in Danzic in 1?88.
Son of a Banker.
Mother, a well-known authoress.
Studied at Gottingen and Berlin.
Taught at Berlin.
Died in 1360.
B* Works.
The Fourfold Root of the Principle of Sufficient Reason.
Rogers, Page '468-4-79»
Turner, Page 585-592.
Thilly, Page 485-491.
Windelband, Page 572-597, 620-622.
Durant, Page 326-330.
Weber and Perry, Page 446-458.
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The World as Will and Idea.
The Will in Nature.
The Two Fundamental Problems of St hies.
C. Doctrines.
1. The World as Will.
Inner essence of man's nature is Will,
Reality is Will.
2. The World as Idea
3. Philosophy of Pessimism.
All willing arises from want, deficiency, suffering.
Desire lasts longo
Satisfaction is short and scanty.
Life is fundamentally evil.
Considers all ill of mankind in a lump sum.
What is the aim of life?
Pleasure is merely negative.
Impossible to find a meaning or purpose in life.
Wa do not commit suicide because of the Will to Live.
4. The Way of Salvation.
(a) . Art.
(b) . Rejecting desire for life.
(c) . Shunning joys.
True root of morality is sympathy.
True salvation comes only when all striving ceases, when we
mortify the deeds of the body by voluntarily crushing out all
desire and all activity.
The Highest Ideal—attainment of extinction of consciousness.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN PHILOSOPHY SINCE 1360
Note:
This section will be much briefer than preceding
sections because it may not be possible to use much
of it in the time edloted in only a three hour course.
Naturalism, 'ulaterialisra, and Positivism.
A. The State of Philosophy in i860.
(1) . Lletaphysical Impulse of Kant.
(a) . Spiritualism Realism.
(b) . Modern Idealism.
(2) . Rival Movement.
(a) . Naturalism.
(b) . Materialism.
(c) . Positivism.
(3) » German Philosophy.
(a) . Most notable characteristic was the rise of Naturalism.
David Strauss
Ludwig Feuerbach
Karl Marx.
Illustrates the materialistic trend, toward i860, of
Hegelian! sm.
(b) . "Back to Kant** cry of some German Positivists.
Albert Lange.
Otto Liebmann.
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(c) « German Naturalism may have received some impetus from
Kant but its chief impetus came from the achievements of
Science*
Theory of Conservation of Energy.
Mayer.
Joule
o
Melnholz.
Theory of Conservation of Mattero
Lavoisier.
Combination of these two theories suggested Philosophical
Monism.
Woleschott
•
Buchner.
Denied Christian orthoduxy and common-sense spiritualism.
(d) . German Spiritualism.
Fechner©
Lot ze.
Von Hartmanno
Italian Philosophy.
(a) . Sensationalism.
(b) . Naturalism.
Ardigo.
(c) . Spiritualism and Idealism*
Rosraini*
Giobertio
French Philosophy*
(a)* Naturalism established*
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(b) . Positivism.
August© Coiate,
Littre.
Taine.
Renan»
(c) o Theory of Sleet romagnetism.
Ampere.
Bernard.
Bert helot
.
Pasteur.
(d) . Spiritualism and Idealism.
Cousin.
Sclectic spiritualism.
From Scotch realism.
Schelling and Hegel.
Renouvier.
Ravaisson.
(6). British Philosophy.
( a) . Naturalism.
Buchkle»
(b) o Positivism.
John Stuart lilill.
Alexander Bain.
George Henry Lewis.
(c) . Evolution great impetus to Naturalism and Positivism.
Davy, Faraday, Kelvin, Maxwell.
Dairwin.
Spencer.
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Huxley.
Tyndall, Romanes.
(d)» Spiritualism.
Hamilton, Manse.
Coleridge, Carlyle.
(7). American Philosophy.
Influenced by Comte, Mill, euid Darwin to a great extent.
Emerson' s Transcendentalism .
Harris inaugurated the beginning of the Idealistic movement.
The Philosophy of Evolution.
Appropriated most readily by Materialism.
A. Charles Darwin.
Bom in Shrewsbury, England in l809.
Works:
Origin of Species, 1859.
Variation in Plants and Animals Under Doraesticaiton, 1868.
Descent of Man, 1371.
Expressions of Emotions in Man and in Animals, 1872.
Summary of Doctrine.
Natural Competition.
Survival of the Fittest.
\^SuL\ is the descendent of a variety of apes, more favored than the
rest.
No gulf between man and animal.
Even the dawn of moral sense is to be found in animal.
Did not dommit himself as to the origin of either life or mind.
B. Herbert Spencer.
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Born in Berby, England in 1820.
Not university trained.
Died in 1902.
"Synthetic Philosophy" is his outstanding work.
Summary of Doctrine.
Associated with Positivism.
Associated with ^i^aterialism.
Doctrine of "relativeity of knowledge".
The Unknowable.
Exerted strong influence on the moral and social philosophy of
his times.
Ernst Haeckelo
Born in 1834.
Professor of Zoology at U. of Jena.
"Riddle of the Universe" chief work.
Summary of Doctrine.
Most influential exponent of Naturalism in Germany.
We know external nature through sense-impressions, and through
"presentations" of which "we are convinced that their content
corresponds to the knowable aspect of things.
We do not knowt
1. The origin of life*
2. Sxplajiation of the orderly arrangement of nature.
3. The origin of reason.
4o The truth of the freedom of the will.
5. Ignorant of the nature of matter and force.
6 J The origin of motion.
7o The origin of consciousness.
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Solved these "seven riddles* by two principles,
1, The law of substance.
2» The universal law of evolution*
This Llonism of the cosmos shatterso
1. The personality of Godo
2» Immortality of the soulo
3« Freedom of the will.
One difference between the materialistic monism of the evolutional^'
type of Spencer and Haeckel and the idealistic monism of Fichte,
Schelling and Hegel is:
I* The former denies all finality of purpose.
The latter recognized in nature, if not the design of a
transcendent Creator, at least an immanent finality.
11. Empirical Positivism.
Positivism is the critical rather than the dogmatic form of Naturalism.
Empirical Positivists.
Comte, Mil.
Methological Positivists.
Lange, Mach, Poincarlo
A. August Comte.
Bom in liontpellier in 1789 •
Summary of doctrine.
Three stages the human mind passes through.
lo Theological.
2. Metaphysical.
3. Positive.
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Relations of sciences to each othero
'^^hen social ethics will have been raised to the rank to positive
science, that is, of science, the totality of sciences, i»e«,
philosophy, will bo posit iveo
The reign of metaphysics is nearing its endo
Position aay be called Smpirical Realism.
B. John Stuart Mill»
Bom in 1306.
Member of Parliament.
Died in 1873.
Summary of Theory.
All knowledge appeals in the last analysis to the test of experience.
Four methods of experimental inquiry.
1. Method of agreement
o
2» Method of difference.
3. Method of residues.
4. Method of concomitant variation.
All our ideas are reducible to sensationso
^Jthics similar to Bentham.
Right actions—those tending to promote happiness.
Wrong actions—those tending to promote unhappiness.
Differed from Bentham.
1. In pleasure-seeking psychology.
2. Adds qualitative to Bentham' s quantitative scale of values.
Strong advocate of personal liberty.
Religion is an invigorating and comforting hope, rather than a
reasoned conviction.
111. Methodological Positivismo
Denies the possibility of the reduction of knowledge to what is given
and insists that knowledge is alv/ays, even the last resort, a product
of the knowing mind.
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.. Albert Lange.
Professor at Zurich and Llarburg.
Point of departure from Kanto
Our knowledge reflects the organization of our minds.
Supported method of Science.
Denied pretensions of a materialistic metaphysics.
Ideal realm.
. Ernst ^ch.
Born 1838.
Professor of philosophy in Vienna*
Attacks the relation of physics and psychology.
Resolves body and mind into common elements.
• Henri Poincare.
Born at Nancy in 1854-.
Professor at Sorbonne.
Attempts to combine three aspects of science.
The rational.
Conventional.
Experimental.
. Sociological Positivism.
A. Emile Durkheim.
Bom in Paris in 1853.
Professor at Sorbonne.
Very commanding personality.
Society is not a mere incident of evolution but a being sui generis
which is to be taken as the centre and point of departure for human
knowledge.
Society is primarily a moral and religious entity.
Religion also rests on the postulate that society can be considered as
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a personality qualitatively different from the individual
personalities which compose it.
SPIRITUALISM AND IDEALISM.
1. Spiritualism in Germany.
A» Friedrich Schleirmacher.
Enthusiastic Spinozist.
Religion is essentially the feeling of dependence on the infinite.
B. Christian F. Krause.
Substitutes for pantheism, panentheism.
Doctrine of theimmanence of things in God, considered as a
transcendent personality and yet united with in substance
with the creature.
C. Gustav Theodore Fechner.
Born in I8OI in Lauwitz, Germany,
^rofessor of physics in Leipsic.
As a Scientist known as discoverer of the Weber-Fechner Lawo
Foundation of "psycho-physics".
Panpsychisra.
Plurality of soulso
The psychial is the substance.
The physical is the aspect.
All systems and organiiations of phenomena have soulso
God is soul of the worldo
AH nature belongs to God' s body and is the outward manifestation of
one psychial continuum which is God's soul.
D- Rudolph Hermann Lotze.
Born in Bautzen in 1817»
All our knowledge reposes in the last analysis on a faith in reason.
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View of nature, monistic.
Two realities.
God.
Finite selves.
Religion primarily an expression of feeling than of intellect.
E» Eduard von Hartraann.
1842-1906.
:. 'Most original disciple of Schopenhauer.
The will reaches its ends as though it were intelligent.
It is intelligent and unconscious.
This distinction also found in Leibniz and Schelling.
11 o Spiritualism in France.
A. Maine de Birano
Born at Bergerac in I766.
Doctrine of "idealogues"
.
Proposed to substitute for Descartes' famous conclusion, "I feel
perceive myself free cause, therefore I am really cause".
B. Victor Cousin.
Born in 1792.
Professor at the Sorbonne.
Famous lecture, "The True, the Beautiful, and the Good".
Cousin's school is known as "eclecticism".
An acceptance of the essential truths contained in all the
great systems of the past.
Exponent of Spiritualismo
Devoted considerable study to Kant.
C. Felix Ravaisson-Mollien.
Born in 1813.
Chiefly affected by Aristotle, ^eibniz and above all, Biran.
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Vigorously attacks eclecticism andpositivism.
The need.
1. A metaphysical insight that should reveal the essential nature
of reality.
2. Serve as an explanatory key to the universe.
Spirit furnishes the key by which the diverse aspects of reality and
experience can be united.
D. Emile Boutroux.
Born in l845 at ^ontrouge.
Defended system of Ravaisson.
Spirit is that which is at once most concrete and most free.
111. Idealism in France.
A. ^hsrles ^^enouvier.
Born in I815.
Tried to reconcile his moral and religious faith with his intellectual
conscience.
That which relates him both to positivism and idealism, to Hume and to
Kant is his "phenomenism".
It is an experience of something; and it is something experienced.
Freedom is a postulate of knowledge.
He really attempts to construct a world out of phenomena and their laws.
B. Jules Lachelier.
1832-1913.
Demanded rigorous proofs in place of intuition and analogy.
Construct spirit in terms of thought rather than of will.
Went beyond Kant in affirming that the world of organized experience
is through and through the product of thought; determined wholly
by the inner requirements of thought.
Thought appears on three levels.
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1. Thought of being in general.
2. Of something in particular.
3. Of itself.
In morality thought achieves the higher level of freedom.
Morality passes over into Religion.
IV. Idealism in England.
Idealism rather than spiritualism which was the champion of the moral
and religious tradition.
A. Thomas Hill Green.
Born in I366.
Professor in Balliol College.
Accepted leader against Buckle, Darwin, and Spencer.
Analysis of the conditions of knowledge forms the basis of all Critical
Philosophy.
Sensations are nothing except as they are beought into systematic relations.
Will is that desire with which the agent identifies himself.
The moral will is the willing by man of God's will.
B. francis i^erbert Bradley.
1846-1924.
Waged war on contemporary naturalism.
Drew inspiration from Kant and Hegel.
The root of Bradley's metaphysics and theory of knowledge lies in the
distinction between reality as the subject and the ideal content
which judgment ascribes to it.
Disposes of conception of primary and secondary qualities.
Refutes Materialism, Phenomenalism, Agnosticism.
Reality,
1. ^oes not contradict itself,
ii. Must contain appearances.
3. Must be one.
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4. Is sentient experience.
Reality referred to as the Absolute.
V. Idealism in ^erica.
A. Josiah ^oyce.
Born in l355 in California.
Influenced by Le Conte, Mill, Spencer.
Later influenced by Lotze, Kant, and Schelling.
Chief work, "The World and the Individual".
Taught at Harvard
.
Finite ideas possess internal and external meaning.
The Absolute.
1. Reality must fulfill all ideas.
2. There can be no facts that are not experienced.
Great emphasis on Society.
B. George H. Howison.
1^26-1916.
Professor at the U. of California.
Defended Pluralistic idealism.
Human individual one in a circle of free, immortal and autonomous persons.
God is one person among others.
C. Borden Parker Bowne.
1847-1910.
"Personal" idealism manifests three tendencies.
1. Tends to emphasize the will at the expense of the theoretical
reason.
2. Emphasis on society as a means of saving itself from un-
qualified individualism.
3- Emphasize the substantive reality of persons as known im-
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mediately in self -consciousness
.
This last was the position of Bowne.
The real is that which can act and be acted upon, of vhich spirit
is the only known cause.
Transcendental empiricism leading to a spiritualistic metaphysics
which defines a world of persons with a Supreme Person at
the head.
VI. Critical Idealism in Germany.
A. The Marburg School.
Hermann Cohen (l342-19l8).
Paul xNatorp (1(354-1924).
Nature of the school to retain intact the three-fold structure
the Kantian critiques.
B. Wiihelm '"indelband
.
Born in l64<3.
Owed much to i^otze.
Emphasis on the will.
C. Heinrich Hickert.
First to distinguish between the "is" and the "ought".
Reduces the "is" to the "ought".
D. ^ilhelra Dilthey. (1833-1912).
Central doctrine was the immediately apprehended "coherence of life"
which expresses or objectifies itself in a "world- view"
.
E. Rudolph Eucken.
Points to spiritualistic- idealistic metaphysics.
F. Georg Simmel. (1858-1918).
No universal a priori principles.
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Vll. Idealism in Italy.
A. Benedetto Croce.
Born in 1866.
System based on the idealistic principle of the identity of conscious-
ness and being.
VITALISM, VOLUNTA-^ISti, AND PRAGMATISM.
I. The Will to Power.
A. Frederich Nietzsche.
Born in 1844.
Died in 1900.
Positively adopted the standpoint of scientific biology.
Negatively he accepted the gospel of disillusionment.
Influenced by Darwin.
Life essentially a force of self-assertion.
Might makes ^^ight.
Super-man theory.
II, ^'he Impulse to Life.
A. Henri Bergson.
Born in l859.
Professor at the College de France.
Works.
Immediate Data of Consciousness.
Matter and ^emory.
Creative Evolution.
• Reality knovm by Intuition.
Dualism.
God is unceasing life, action, freedom.
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III. Pragmatism and the Will to Believe,
A. William James.
Professor at Harvard.
Works.
The Principles of Psychology.
The Will to Believe.
The Varieties of Religious Experience.
Insists on the unity and activity of consciousness.
Theory of Knowledge.
Knowledge by acquaintance.
Knowledge about.
Pragmatisra.
The truth of an ides will consist in the satisfaction which it affords.
Empirical-pluralistic metaphysics converge in a morslism and theistic
faith.
B. John Dewey.
Born in I859.
Instrumental i sm
.
C. F. C. S. Schiller.
Humanism.
D. Hans Vaihinger. (1^52).
"As if" philosophy.
IV. •''he Revival of Realism,
A, Realism in (/ennany.
1. Franz Brentano.
2. Alexius "*einong.
3. Edmund Piusserl.
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B. England.
1, Bertrand Russell,
2. G. E. Moore.
C. America.
(1) . Neo-Realists.
(a
(b
(c
(d
(e
(f
(2). Critical Realism.
(a
(b
(c
(d
(e
(f
(g
E. B. Holt.
W. T. Marvin.
W, P. Montague.
R. B. Perry.
W. B. Pitkin.
E. G. Spaulding,
D. Drake.
A. 0. Lovejoy.
J. B. Pratt.
A. K, Rogers.
G. Santayana.
R. V;. Sellers.
G. A. Strong.
.\o[ovc: id)
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